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O .  I N TRODU C T I ON 
0.1 Ge n e r a l  
The non-Austrones ian Finisterre-Huon languages are spoken b y  the 
inhabitants of the Fini sterre and Saruwaged mountain ranges in the 
south-eastern portion of the Madang Distri ct and the northern portion 
of the Morob e District , New Guinea ( see map ) . Pre liminary lexical 
studie s  utili zing basic diagnosti c vocabulary lists together with the 
inspe ction method of re cognizing probable cognates re sulted in a 
hypothesis that these language s constituted a s ingle micro-phylum 
( Hooley and McElhanon , 1970 : 109 1) . 1 In a later study ( McElhanon and 
Voorhoeve , 197 0 )  these languages were demonstrated to be genetically 
re lated to the languages of a posited Central and South New Guinea 
Phylum which stretched eastward from Etna Bay in We st Irian to the 
Papuan Gulf in Papua . These two groups and the Binandere Family 
( Wi lson , 1969 ) were comb ined into a single phylum , the Trans-New Guinea 
Phylum . However ,  s ince McElhanon and Voorhoeve were comparing languages 
involving deep leve l  genetic relationships , i . e . , relationships at a 
proposed phy lum level , and comparing the se languages without prior ex­
tensive reconstruction , the writers did not propose subgroupings of the 
languages within the phylum . Although the lexicostatistical method 
could be re lied upon to indicate a probab le genetic relationship it was 
not regarded as suitab le for produc ing an adequate sub clas s i fi cation of 
the languages .  According to the lexicostati stica"l clas s i fi cation in 
Hooley and McElhanon ( 19 7 0 )  the Finisterre-Huon language group inc ludes 
s ixty-four languages constituting ten fami lies and a stock le ve l  
isolate , Kovai . 2 
As in many lexi costatisti cal c las s i fications which inc lude a s igni f­
icantly large number of language s ,  there exi sts among the Fini sterre­
Huon languages a chaining phenomenon in which lexicostatistical re lation­
ships generally decrease as the numbe r  of languages separating the two 
compared language s increases . Thus the languages at the extremities of 
the group show very low percentages of re lationship . Moreover , the 
1 
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lower percentages o f  re lationship among the se languages are in some 
cases lower than some of the percentages of relationship between the s e  
languages and languages of other group s ; e . g . , the Kovai language 
isolat e  has in s ome cases quite low percentages of shared voc abulary 
with the languages of the Erap Family , vi z . , Munkip at 3 % .  
As mentioned i n  Claas sen and McElhanon ( 1970 : 5 8 )  t h e  languages of 
the Rai Coast Stock of the Madang Phylum are generally 4 --8 % lexico­
stat ist ically related to the languages of the Finist erre group , but 
they are separated from the latter because of differences in a few 
lexical items which are quite stab le throughout the Fini sterre-Huon 
languages and because of different t ypological features .  
Although the writer has considerab le data showing the grammati cal 
featur e s  of the twenty-one Huon Peninsula languages , it appears that it 
will be a number of years before a c omparable corpus of data will be 
col lected in the forty-three Finisterre language s .  Therefore , one 
cou ld not expect detailed grammat ical comparisons of the maj ority o f  
these l anguages for many years , perhaps decades ,  to c ome . 
Of the Fini sterre languages ,  however ,  three languages from separate 
lexicostatistical families have been studied in detail by members of 
the Summer Institute of Linguistic s : Rawa ( Rw . ) of the Gusap-Mot Family 
by O . R .  and M . F .  Claassen , Wantoat (Wn . ) of the Wantoat Family by 
D . R . and L.  Davis and Uri of the Erap Family by T.  and G.  Webb . More­
over , the writer has considerab le data in the Kewieng language ( Kw . ) of 
the Yupna Famil y .  Thus languages from four of the five families in the 
Finisterre group have been studied in more or less great er detai l . 
Combining the se four languages with five others from the Huon Peninsula 
group plus the Kovai ( Kv . ) language yie lds a collect ion of language s 
which may be said to be representat ive of the larger Finisterre-Huon 
group as a whole . The five from the Huon Peninsula group are : K�te 
( Kt . ) ,  Ono , Se lepet ( Sl . ) ,  Nabak ( Nb . )  and Kube ( Kb . ) .  Verb  paradigms 
for Nabak , Kube , Uri , Kewieng , Rawa and Kovai are given in the Appendix . 
For verb p aradigms of the other languages see Davis ( 1964 ) for Wantoat ; 
Pilhofer ( 1926-27 , 193 3 )  for K�t e ;  Wacke ( 1930-31) for Ono ; and 
McElhanon ( 1970a)  for Se lepet . 
In comparing these languages ,  p articular attention is given to those 
features which are similar throughout the languages compared . Thus , 
strictly speaking , a typology is not the goal of this comparison ; rather 
the goal is to show that the langauges share enough features to allow 
one to conc lude that they bear a c lose genetic re lationship . A secon­
dary goal is to provide features which may be sought for in other 
posited groups of non-Austronesian languages , e . g . , the East New Guinea 
Highlands Stock posited by Wurm ( 1 9 6 0 )  and the Ok Family estab l i shed 
by Healey ( 1 9 6 4 ) . 
3 
To facilitate the comparison of these ten languages a certain amount 
of restatement of the analyses of other res earchers was ne ces s ary but 
this by no means reflects  upon the work o f  these other researchers . For 
example , Davis ( 19 6 4 ) posited verb stem c las ses on the bas is  o f  allo­
morphic variation and des cribed the morpho logy by charting the affixes 
outward from the stem and stat ing co-occurrence restrictions . In the 
writer ' s  restatement the division of verbs into int ransitive roots or 
st ems , and trans it ive stems , as we ll as the distinction between depend­
ent and independent verb morphology is followe d .  
4 
0 . 2  Abb r e v i ations 
ld 
lp 
l s  
2-3d 
2-3p 
2s 
3s 
acc . 
aj z e r .  
ante . 
avzer . 
bene . /cau . 
b . pr . 
ct f .  
du o 
fut . 
hab . 
hetero . 
homo . 
inch . 
interpt . 
ipt . 
Kb . 
Kt . 
Kv . 
Kw . 
lit . 
loco  
Nb . 
nomzer . 
first person , dual 
number 
first person , plural 
number 
first person , 
singular number 
second or third person, 
dual number 
second or third person , 
plural number 
second person , 
singular number 
third person , singular 
number 
accompaniment enclit ic 
adj ect ivizer 
antecedent act ion 
adverbalizer 
b enefactive/causal 
enc litic 
verbal bene factive-
marking suffixes 
contrary-to- fact mode 
dual number 
future tense 
hab ituative mode 
subj ect of following 
verb is hetero­
personal ( different ) 
subj ect of fo llowing 
verb is homopersonal 
( same ) 
inchoat ive future 
tense 
intermediate past 
tense 
immediat e past t ense 
the Kube language 
the K�te language 
the Kovai language 
the Kewieng language 
literally 
locat ive enc litic 
the Nabak language 
nominalizer 
num . 
past . 
p-FH 
per . 
perm .  
p 1 . 
p . m .  
poss . 
pres . 
proh . 
punct . 
rft . 
rpt . 
rinch . 
Rw . 
s g .  
simu1 . 
S1 . 
s . m .  
vb zer . 
Wn . 
{ } 
numeral class 
past tense 
the proto-Finisterre-
Huon language 
person 
permis sive mode 
plural number 
nominal possess ion-
marking suffix 
possessive enclit ic 
pre sent t ense 
prohibitive mode 
punctiliar mode 
remote future tense 
remote past tense 
remote inchoat ive t ense 
the Rawa language 
singular number 
simultaneous act ion 
the Selepet language 
verbal subject-marking 
suffix 
verbali zer 
the Want oat language 
Braces enc lose a morpheme 
with allomorphic var­
iant s other than those 
based upon morphophonemic 
processes 
A .colon in the formula 
means "is e xpounded by" 
1 • PHO N O L O GY 
1 . 1 P honeme s 
5 
Tab le A pre sent s a t abulat ion o f  the phonemes which have been t enta­
t ively ident i fied in each o f  the ten representative language s . 3 A 
quest ion mark indic ates that the phonemic status of that phone is in 
doubt . 
Note that all of the languages indicat e  a contrast between voic e l e s s  
stops and voi ced ( o ften prenasa l i zed ) stops a t  t h e  labial , alveolar and 
velar positions . Only Rawa has a c ontrast ive series of voiced pre­
nasali zed stops in distinct ion to voi ced stops ( see Table A ) . All of 
the languages except Rawa (which has open syllables ) have final un­
released variant s of the voiceless stops ( except the lab io-velar stop ) .  
The labio-velar series o f  stops include both lab iali zed velar variant s ,  
[ kW) and [gw ) and double stops , [ k p )  and [ g b ) .  This series has not been 
estab l ished in Kovai alt hough a few phonet i c  labialized velar stops have 
been ob served. 
All of the languages evidence nasals at the labial , alveolar and 
ve lar point s of art i culat ion but only Want oat has a labio-velar nasal 
[ I)W) . 
There are two serie s of fricative s , flat and grooved . The former 
includes w, f ,  y and h whereas the latter inc ludes the 5 and z. The z 
inc ludes a voiced affricate variant dz and may also include ts as a 
variant . 
A six vowe l pattern predominates although the number o f  languages 
with a five vowel pattern is not insignificant . Vowel length is not a 
common feature and c onsonant length i s  even less common . 
Kt . 
Ono 
31. 
Kb . 
Nb . 
Uri 
Wn . 
Kw . 
Rw . 
Kv . 
Table A: Pho nemes 
P t k k p  b d 9 gb m n I) W f y 5 Z h r I e a a 0 U 
x x x x x x 
x x x x x x 
x x x x x 
x x x x x x 
x x x x x x 
x x x x x x 
x x x x x x 
x x x x x x 
x x x x x 
x x x ? x x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x x x x x x x x x x  x x x x x x x 
x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  x x  
x x x x x x x x ? x x x x x x x 
x x x x x x x x  x x x x x x 
x x x x x 
x x x x x 
x x x x 
? x x x x 
x x x x x x x x x 
x x x x x x x x x x x x 
x x x x x x x x x x 
x x x x x x x x x x 
In addition Wantoat has I)w and a; Rawa has m b ,  n d ,  I)g and 
the voiced stop phoneme s have voiced variant s in the 
6 
northern diale ct which correspond to voiceless unaspirated 
variants in the southern dialect ; Kube and Nabak evidence 
probable phonemic ally lengthened c onsonants ; K�te and 
Kewieng evidence phonemically lengthened vowel s  as also do 
Wanoat and Uri , but not in the full series ; Kewieng has a 
possible phonemically dist inct t s . 
1 . 2  Syllable Struct u re 
The syllable structure i s  quite s imple throughout the representative 
language s .  In all the language s ,  apparently any consonant may commenc e 
a syllable , although there i s  a usual restrict ion that r doe s  not occur 
word initially ( e xc ept in Kovai ) .  Syllables are commonly c losed by 
p ,  t,  k,  m ,  n,  or � ( e xcept in Rawa with only open syllab l e s ) ,  and 
oc casionally ( Kewieng and Kovai ) ,  z or s ( Kovai ) .  
Each language has its peculiarities regarding whi ch consonants may 
occur c ont inuously at syllable boundaries within the word . Syllable 
nuc lei are either s imple or complex in that they may manifest s ingle 
vowels or vowel clusters . Where vocoid or vowel c lusters do occur 
there are usually restrict ions on their sequenc e . 
1 . 3 Mo r p ho p ho n e m;cs 
Morphophonemi c s  processes vary from the very simple ( e . g . , Rawa ) to 
the very complex ( e . g . , Wantoat ) .  Most of the languages which evidence 
syllab le s  closed by p, t ,  and k also evidence a c ommon morphophonemic 
rule which operate s  on morpheme-final unre leased stops and init ial 
voiced stops . The rule generally i s  that when a morpheme whic h  ends 
with a final voi celess unre leased stop or begins with an initial voiced 
stop oc curs cont iguous to a vowe l , the voiced or voiceless stop is re­
placed by a flat fri cative ( or lateral ) phoneme at the corre sponding 
point of art iculat ion . Init ial b, d or 9 are replaced respectively by 
w, r, or g /h and final p, t or k are repl aced respect ively by w, r/l or 
g /h . 4 
The se morphophonemic processes are illustrated b y  the following data 
( C  indicates the occurrence of a consonant or a pause cont iguous to the 
affected phoneme ; V indicates the occurrence of a vowe l ) :  
final p + W final t + r/l final k + g /h 
Sl . C n e p  work h a t  fore s t  n a k  tre e 
V n ew- a n  work - a t  ha l- a n  fore s t- in n a h - a n  tre e - on 
Nb . C s i p  b L ood t a t  S tay! t ak rope 
V s i w- a k  b Lood- t a l- a k  Le t h im t a h - a �  rope - w i t h  
o n Ly . s tay 
Ono5 C oer ep woman 
Kb. 
Kt . 
Uri 
Kw . 
V oereu - n e  wife­
h i s  
C k i k - n a  e y e -my 
V k i w- a  e y e - h i s  
C p i t i k - n e  sma l l  
V p i t i w - a  t o  b e ­
aome sma l l  
C ( no change 
V obs erved ) 
C ( no change 
obs er ved )  
bom i t - n e  s hort 
bom i l - e to b e aome 
short 
k pa k - n a  nam e -my 
k p a r- a  name - hi s  
h es i k - n e  b e n t  
h es i r - e  t o  b e aome 
b e n t  
( no change 
observed ) 
( no change 
obs erved ) 
( no change 
obs erved ) 
o ru k -n a h e ad-my 
o ru h - a  head- h i s  
( no change 
obs erved ) 
u k  h i t  kuma k di e 
u g um a k  k i  Z Z  
a oa k - g am i t s a k  h e  
aa Z Ze d  y o u  
7 
a oa g- am i t s a k  h e  aa l le d  
h im 
Wn . Final p ,  t ,  or k ... u unl es s  the initial phoneme of the 
following morpheme i s  z or unl ess the following morpheme 
is of a part icular c lass ( Davis , 196 8 : 9-10 ) . 
Kv.  
81. 
Nb.  
Ono 
Kt . 
Kw . 
C l a p water 
V l a e-o n  wa ter- i ts 
initial b ... w 
C ka t - b e  I wi l l  
put i t  
V a r i - w e  I wi l l  go 
C t a t - b l  I mus t 
s tay 
V s a - w i  I mu s t  
g i v e  him 
C o ka n - b e I mus t 
do i t  
V a r i - w e  I mus t go 
C ( no change 
V o bs erved ) 
C g A k -wom I s h o u l d  
h a v e  ki l l e d  y o u  
( no change 
o bs erved )  
initial d ... r 
ka t - d e  we ( du . )  
wi Z Z  put i t  
a r  i - re w e  ( du . )  
wi Z Z  go 
( no change 
obs erved ) 
d o k u  - r o k u  s limy 
b ek - t e  pig-for 
n o - r e  me - fo r  
( no change 
obs erved )  
i l s i k - oo n  joined 
toge ther 
i l s i g- e  to join s . th . 
init ial 9 ... h 
b a t - g e  hand- your 
h a m e- h e  n o s e - y our 
ek oen - g a t  them - fo r  
n a - h a t  me-for 
( no change 
obs erved )  
( no change 
obs erved )  
n Am A n - g A t  w hom- wi th 
V k A - pom I s h o u l d  n i - 9A t  what-wi th 
have gone 
Wn . When the prec eding morpheme ends in a vowel , the initial stops 
of the following morpheme undergo the following changes : t or 
k reduc e; d becomes t or r emains d; and 9 becomes k .  
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2 .  N O U N  PHRASE S TRUCTURE 
There are c ertain features of the Noun Phrase struc ture which are 
found throughout the Fini sterre-Huon languages here c ompared . A bas i c  
General Noun Phrase formula which incorporat es only tho s e  tagmemes 
shared by thes e languages may be posited as follows : ± Pos s es sion 
± Attribut ive ± Head ± Qualifier ± Numeral ± Demonstrat i ve. Generally 
none of these tagmemes is  obligatory . The regular p ersonal pronouns 
subst itut e for a portion of the phras e,  which in Selepet inc ludes only 
the Pos s es sion , Attributi ve and Head tagmemes , but which in Want oat 
includes the whole noun phras e. 6 
The Po s s ess ion tagmeme is expounded by a Possess ion Axis-r elator 
Phrase.  The axis may be expounded by a variety of word c la s s es or c on­
struction t yp es and the relator is expounded by a c litic . Examples 
gi ven below in each language inc lude the axi s expounded by ( a )  a c lause,  
( b) a noun and ( c )  a r egular personal pronoun . A fourth example ( d )  
i llustrates the emphatic p ersonal pronoun expounding the Pos s es sion 
tagmeme.  
Sl.  (a)  m u k a n  a r i op- g a t  s en � e  a l a l a  (yes terday , h e  went-of, t h i ngs) 
the things of the one who went y e s terday 
( b ) b i oI i py e� a - g a t  opo n  ( t h e ir bros-in - l aw- of, men ' s  hous e) the 
men's hous e of their bro thers -in- law 
( c )  n a - g a t  emet (me- of, hous e) my house 
( d )  n i n e emet my own hou s e  
Nb.  ( a )  a g a k i n - g a len bo (man, h e  di e d- of, pig) the pig o f  the m an 
who di e d  
( b) Aw e t o �a � - g a t  bo (Awen, owner- of, pig) t h e  p i g  of a man of 
Aw en v i l l age 
( c ) n a - g a t  d a t n  (me- of, my brot her) my bro ther 
( d )  n en d a t n  (my own , my brother) my own brother 
Ono ( a )  pama i k e-wa n e  a bo �  (e + w + 0) ( h e  s leeps - of, things) the 
t hi ngs of the one who s l e eps 
( b) �ei -wa n e  d o n  (men- of, words) m e s s ages for men ( to come) 
( c )  n a -�a n e  u ru m  (me- of, men's hous e) my men's hous e 
( d )  n a e  �a u k  my own t o bacco 
Kb. ( a) kopo s i k  wa n d z u - a k  ama (wrong , they did- of, v i l lage) the 
v i l lage of those who di d wrong 
( b) k eb u - a k  koa ( impo rtant man - of, mou th) an important man's 
mes s age 
( c )  n o - a k  opo k  (me- of, hat) my hat 
( d )  n en a  ama my own v i l l age 
Kt . ( a )  ra en a rewek - t e  f u r i n e  ( h e  p u t  i t  for me- of, pay ) t h e  p aymen t 
of the one who put i t  for m e  
( b) y a k g o Q - t e  m o n eQ ( ao rn-of, money ) m o n e y  for (buy i ng ) aorn 
( c )  g o - re h a e  (you- of, v i l lag e )  y our v i l lage 
( d )  no n a h a k n e  s a k p e  (me , my own, knife )  my own knife 
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Uri ( a )  k a a p  a b l  i n g wa a ra t - n i n g m a m b o n g  (ye s te rday , they aam e ,  i t-of, 
things ) the thing s  of t h o s e  who aame y e s terday 
( b) k a n e  t i t i - g a t  w a a ra t - n i n g m a m b o n g  (work , doing-for, i t-of, 
things ) the things for do ing i t  
( c )  n a a - n i n g mambo n g  (m e - of, th ings ) m y  things 
(d) n a g a - n i n g m a m b o n g  (me o n l y - of, thing s )  my own things 
Kw . ( a )  k a l u p a p g u t - d o t Aga l ( long ago, h e  aame - of, h o us e )  the house 
of the one who aame Zong ago 
( b ) k p eQ g o k - d o  g en - Q i  ( k nife-of, too t h - i ts ) t h e  knife ' s  e dge 
( c )  n Ak -d o t A �a l (me- of, hous e )  my house 
( d )  n A k Q a  t A�a l  my own house 
Wn . ( b) n a g a - t an i k a m u n  (y our fa ther- of, dog )  y our fa t he r ' s  dog 
( c )  n a - t a n i yot  (me- of, hous e )  my hous e 
( d )  n i n a yot  my own house 
Rw . ( c )  n o - ro s e  (me - of dog) my dog 
The Attribut i ve tagmeme is  generally expounded by a noun which qual­
ifi es the noun expounded in the Head . The following exampl es are 
Attribut i ve-Head cons truc tions . 
Sl . n a i  d en -Q e  (bird, t a l k - i t s )  the s ound of a b i rd 
Nb. b i m  k a t - n a Q  ( n e a k ,  s e e d  - i ts )  goi tre 
Ono m ed ep s am - i n e ( s o n ,  s aak-h i s )  u t erus 
Kb. t o f a k  s i r- a  ( s h i n ,  bon e - i ts )  s h inbone 
Kt . u p e  h a n d a Q - t i k n e  (neak,  s e e d- i t s )  lary n� 
Uri f eQ k a n e  garden work 
Kw . t a p  k A l a p ( s e a ,  anima l )  fi s h  
Wn . Qwa n a m  ko p a p  aass owary s t ory 
Rw . s en e  Q g u s i wate r bamb o o  
Kv.  g i l i n  p u m - o n  (neak , kno t - i t s )  l aryn� 
3 .  WORD FOR M AT I O N 
The problem of root class identifi cation whi ch exis t s  in the S el ep et 
language ( s ee McElhanon , 1972 ) also occurs in the other languages of the 
Finist erre-Huon group , although p erhaps in a l es s er degree. In S el ep et , 
for instanc e, it is difficult to ass ign any class ident ification t o  s ome 
roots bec ause they oc cur in the nuc l ei o f  various word types and in 
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higher level constructions . Word clas s es are formed from thes e  root s 
by different methods o f  word format ion or deri vation which inc lude 
affixation and/or reduplication and it seems preferable in comp aring 
thes e languages to conc entrat e on thes e  proc es s es of deri vat ion and 
word format ion rather than to concentrate on the different kinds of 
clas s es . 
The following pro c es s es of word formation have been obs erved t o  occur 
in most of the languages here compared . 
3 . 1 Intransitive verbs deri ved by a verbaliz er suffix . Not e that the 
verbalizer suffix is  apparently cognat e for all the languages ( c f .  
s ect ion 11) . 
S l . k a r i h - e  to b e come s trong from k a r i k s t rong 
Ono bom i I - e to draw near from bomit s hort 
Kb. g b a o r- i to ripen from g b a o k  ye How 
Kt . h e s i r- e to be come b e n t  from h e s i k  b e n t  
Uri k um a k - e  to die from k um a k  dead 
Wn . k e k e k - a  t o  res i s t  from k e ke k - I) a  
Rw . s a l) g a -w e  t o  spear s . t h .  from s a l) g a  spear 
Kv.  s a l a p l a p - i t o  b e  dry from s a l a p l a p - dry (of wood) 
3.2 Transiti ve verbs deri ved by addition of bound obj ect markers which 
act as transit i ve verbali zers : 
Sl . k a l a p - k u- a p  ( arou s e - h im- i t )  i t  arou s e d  h im from k a l a p fi re 
N b .  n a - s e k - e p  (me- carry - h e )  he carri ed me from s e k  s kin 
Ono k p e s i l)- k a -m a i ke ( h e lp- him- h e )  he h e lped h im from k p e s i l)  s upport 
Kb. s ff fk - g f- z a k  (spi t - him- h e )  he spat upon him from s ff fk spi t t le 
Kt . a l) a k - n u- ka k  (p leas e-me -he ) he p l e as e d  me from a l) a k  swe e tne s s  
Kw . b AI) A - m i - z a k  (hi ccup - h im- i t )  he hi ccupped from b A I) A  h i ccup 
Rw . d a g l - n e r a - t e  ( co ld-me - i t )  i t  makes me co l d  from d a g l ki wind 
Kv . me me - n - e  ( s h ame-me - h e ) he caus e d  me s hame from m i m i  s h am e  
3 . 3  Intransit i ve verbs deri ved by the addition o f  the verb p eri f eral 
suffixes . In thes e cases the root usually occurs with a di fferent syn­
tactic funct ion as well . 
Sl . g i ri l) - b a n  I laughed from g i r i l)  laugh ter 
Nb.  g un d u- n  it b e n t  over from g un d u  bent 
Ono p i l) -m a i ke i t  i s  s t re tched from p i l)  s tretch 
Kb.  e f i - z a k  i t  i s  ligh t from efe  l i gh t (no t he avy ) 
Kt . h u-ka k  i t  de s cende d  from h u  down 
Kw . b AIA- z a k  i t  i s  bad from b A.I A b ad 
A l) t o - z o k  he fo rgo t from A l) t o k  mind 
Kv . a s u l - pe he urinated from a s u l  urine 
3 . 4  Adj ect ives whi ch are derived by an adj ectivizer meaning wi th or 
from an Associat ion Axi s-relator Phrase marked b y  a re lator c litic or 
root meaning wi th .  
Sl. t o - oe o rop (wa ter- i t s ,  w i t h )  juiay 
Nb . t i p  s i p - m a k  ( dung, b Lo od-wi t h )  dy s e n t e ry 
Ono oet - n e- ro p  ( to o th-i t s - w i t h )  s harp 
Kb . d ok u - a - g u k  (wa t e r- i ts-wi th)  jui ay 
Kt . s o c - hek (b Lood-wi th)  b Loody 
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3 . 5  Adj ectives derived by an adj e ct ivizer suffix . The adj e ctivizer is  
apparent ly c ognate in all languages c ompared , and significant ly ,  for 
all the language s it  is  either ident ical or near ly ident ical with the 
third person singular nominal possessive marker in the part i cu lar 
language . For each language in the e xamples b e low the adj e c t ive stem 
is fol lowed by the root and then by a noun with the third person 
singular possess ion marker . 
Sl. b a l e- oe bad from b a l e  bad , s en - oe e y e - h i s  
Nb . k a t i k - Q a O  s trong from k a t i k  s treng t h ,  s ek - oa o  s k i n - h i s  
Ono bom i t - n e  s h ort from boml t s h o r t ,  k et - n e  e ar-his 
Kb . g ba o r- a  ye L Low from g b a o k  y e L Low, k p a r - a  nam e - hi s  
Kt . a f ek - n e  Ligh t (no t he avy ) from a f ek L i gh t ,  s a h a k - n e  s ki n - i ts 
Uri t i m i - n i  o Ld from t i m b e fore, d ee- n i  e y e - h i s  
Kw . m ep - m A  ao Ld from m ep wind, b i n a p - m A  wai s t - h i s  
Wn. k ek ek - oa s trong from k ek ek s treng th, k a t a k - oa hand- h i s  
Rw . k u r i - m i  o Ld from k u r i  b e fo re , ( 3s marker is  - m e )  
Kv . g u r- oo n  was h e d  from g u r  was h ,  d z i - oo n  e y e - h i s  
3.6 Nouns by reduplication . Usually the nouns are derived by redupli ­
cat ion from a verbal form . 
Sl. i s e- i s e we eping from i s e to weep 
Nb . g a k i - k i  de a t h  from g a k i  t o  di e 
Ono s eu - s eu dea t h  from s eu t o  die 
Kb . n e- n e  fo od from n e  to e a t  
Kt . n a - n a  t aro from n a  to e a t  
Uri k u o- k uma k de a th from k u m a k  de a t h  
Wn . n a - n am foo d  .from n a  to e a t  
Rw . n e- n e  e a ting as in o n i man n en e  aanni b a L  from ne to e a t  
Kv . Ou - o i - o n  p i a ture-i ts from Oi - (?) 
3 . 7  Adverbs derived by reduplication with or without heterophonic re­
dupli cation ( i . e . , a reduplication of the total word but with a vowe l 
and/or c onsonant shift ) . 
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Sl . l o h o t  l oh o t  weak ry from l oh o t  weak 
h a t i k  m i t i k  i n  a cro s sw i s e  manner from h a t i k  cro s s  over 
Nb . b u z a k  b u z a k  quie t ry from b u z a k  
t i l  i Q  t a l a Q w i de r y spaced 
Kb . b e a Q  b e a Q  carefu r ry from bea good 
h e r i  b i r i in a bad manner from b i r l bad 
Kt . b a n a k  ba n a k  res erv e d ry 
o re Q  g o re Q  in a cro s swise manner 
Kw . w A i Q  w A i Q  quivering 
Kv . l a l on l a l on in pairs from l a l o n two 
p i r i pa ra in a cros swise manner 
3.8 Adj ective s by reduplication . Often these forms occur with an 
adj ectivizer suffix (see 3.5). 
Sl . kew e re kewe re swo r ren. fa t from kewe re t o  swe r r  
Nb . g a k i k i - Q a Q  dead from g a k i to di e 
Ono p i Q  p i Q - i n e s t re tched from p l Q s tr e t ch 
Kt . h e h e s i k  b e n t  from h e s i k  b e n t  
Kw . z Am b o k  z Am b o k - Q A  joined toge t h e r  from z Am b o k  t o  join 
Kv . m a rma r- a n  fat from m a r - wais t 
b u z i  b u z i  ro t ten from b u z i to rot 
4 .  N O U N S  
There are two sub c lasses of  nouns found throughout the Finisterre­
Huon languages .  The first subclass inc ludes body parts and kinship 
terms and occurs with ob ligatory possession-marking suffixe s . The 
second sub c lass inc ludes other nouns and the possession-marking suffixe s 
are optional . In most of the Huon Peninsula languages ( Nabak and 
Momo lili excepte d )  the first sub class of nouns has the structure + 
nuc leus + number + possession with the morphemes occurring in the 
number t agmeme indicat ing singular , dual and plural . In K�te the pos­
s e s s ion markers function as phrase level clitic s . The morpheme s in­
di cat ing dual are re lat ed to  the numeral two and are cognate in many 
of these languages .  The languages of the Finisterre group and the 
Kovai language apparently do not indicate number in this manner al­
though Rawa has a plural marker occurring b etween the nuc leus and the 
possess ion-marking suffixes . A vowe l shift in the possession-marking 
suffix indicates singular or p lural number in Uri . 
Sl . sg . a t a -� - n e  ( e r . b r . -sg . -my ) my e r der brother 
duo a t a - y a h a t - n e  ( e r . b r . -du . -my) my tw o e rder bro thers 
pl . a t a - I  i p - n e  ( e r . b r . -p l . -my) my e r de r  brothers 
num . y a h a p  two 
Ono sg . 
duo 
pl . 
num. 
Kb . sg . 
duo 
pl . 
num . 
Kt . s g .  
duo 
pl . 
num . 
Uri s g .  
pl . 
Kw . s g .  
duo 
pl . 
num . 
Wn . , Kv . 
Rw . s g .  
duo 
pl . 
t a t -0- n e  ( e l.b r . -sg . - my )  my e l der bro t h e r  
t a t - e t ke - n e  ( e l . b r . -du . -my ) m y  t w o  e lder b ro th e r8 
t a t - e k o p - n e  ( e l . br . -p l . -my )  my e l der brother8 
e t k e  two 
d a k - 0- n a  ( e l . b r . -sg . -my )  my e l de r  brother 
d a k - g e h e k - n a  ( e l . b r . -du . -my) my two e lder broth er8 
d a k - fo k - n a  ( e l . b r . -p l . -my ) my e l de r brothers 
g e h e k  two 
h a h a k -0- n a n e  ( e l . b r . - sg . -my ) my e lder bro ther 
h a h a k - y a h e k - n a n e  (e l. b r . -du . -my ) my two e lde r brothe r8 
h a h a k -fa k - n a n e  ( e l.b r . -p l . -my ) my e l de r b ro t her8 
y a h e k  two 
s a b a - n a  my s o n  
s a b a - n e  m y  80ns 
p e - no my e lde r brother 
p e - no b o ro Q  my two e l der b ro t h e r8 
p e - n o - i my e l de r broth ers 
bo ro Q  two 
For Wantoat and Kovai number is shown by numerals on the 
phrase level . 
d a b a - 0- n e  my fri end 
.d a b a - n e  e ra y a  my two fri end8 
d a ba - g u r i - n e  (friend-pl . -my ) my friends 
5 .  D I ST I N CT I O N S  I N  PERSON A N D  NUM BER 
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All of the representative languages evidence a dist inction in person 
between firs t ,  second and third , and a distinction in number between 
s ingular , dual and plural . The maximum fUlfillment of thes e  distinct ions 
yie lds a nine cell person-number matrix with each cell manifesting a 
dist inct form . Only a small number of languages evidence a matrix with 
the maximum number of distinctions so  that the larger number of languages 
evidence matrices in which two or more c e lls are manifested by ident i cal 
forms . It is the oc currence and distribution o f  these matrices with 
partial fulfil lment of distinctions whi ch are int eresting . 
The distinctions in person and numbe r  are found in the following 
morpheme c lasses . 
(1) Personal pronouns . In most languages this category includes all 
the free pronoun serie s , but in a few languages particular pronoun 
series , e . g . , emphatic or c ontrastive pronouns , have distinct patterns . 
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( 2 )  Nominal possessive suffixes . 
( 3 ) Verbal obj ect-marking affixes in transitive verb morphology . 
( 4 )  Independent verbal person-numbe r  composites indicating subj e c t . 
Many languages evidence different di stinctions in different tenses and/ 
or mode s . 
( 5 )  Dependent (heteropersonal ) verbal pers on-numbe r  compo sites in­
dicating subj e c t . ( Note that Uri lacks the heteropersonal subj e c t ­
marking pers on-number composites . )  
5. 1 Matrix A is the most c ommon and is found t o  varying degree s  in all 
of  the represent ative languages .  
MatlL.tx. A 
S D P 
1 a d f 
2 b e 9 
I--
3 c e 9 
The occurrence o f  Matrix Type A is given in Table B :  ( x  = occurrence ,  
non-oc currence ; l imitations ( if any ) are stated in the c e l l s ) .  
Table B: Occurrence and Distribution of Matrix A 
Personal Nominal Obj ect Indep . per . -num . Dep . pe r . -num . 
pronouns suffixes markers c ompos ites c omposites 
Sl . x7 x x x x 
Nb . --- x x rpt . , interpt . ,  - --
ct f .  
Ono --- --- --- x x 
Kb . x x x x x 
Kt . --- --- --- x x 
Uri --- --- --- x lacking 
Kw . x x --- x x 
Wn . regular --- --- rpt . , ipt . , ---
future 
Rw . --- x --- inch . , ctf . ---
Kv . -- - --- --- x8 ---
1 5  
5 . 2 Matrix B occurs i n  only four o f  the 10 repre sentative languages .  
Three of these four are from the Huon group and the fourth is  Kovai. 
s 
1 a 
2 b 
3 c 
Mat�ix B 
D 
d 
e 
f 
p 
9 
h 
i 
It is distributed among the se four languages as follows : 
Nabak: regular personal pronouns .  The third person dual and p lural 
forms may be a compound invo lving the third person s ingular form which 
yields forms dist inct from the second person dual and p lural forms . I f  
t h i s  distinction were lacking these pronouns would evidence the pattern 
of Matrix A.  
Ono : personal pronouns and nominal possessive suffixe s . Note that the 
third person singular and p lural regular pronoun forms are identical. 
Because the emphat ic pronouns do not evidence such ident ical forms , 
this feature is regarded as not representing a s ignificant pattern . 
K�te and Kovai : personal pronouns , nominal possessive suffixes and 
verbal obj ect-marking suffixes .  
5 . 3 Matrix C i s  found in three languages of the Fini sterre group : Uri , 
Kewieng and Wantoat . For each of these languages it is found only in 
the verbal obj e c t -marking affixe s .  A variant of this matrix oc curs in 
Uri nominal pos s e s s ive suffixe s where the third person singular form is  
identical to  the first person dual and p lural forms . Thi s  phenomenon 
may be attributab le to chance and so would not warrant a distinct matrix 
type. 
s 
1 a 
2 b 
3 c 
Mat�ix C 
D 
d 
e 
f 
p 
d 
e 
f 
The remaining twe lve matrix types are peculiar deviations o f  these 
basic type s invo lving various neutralizations of distinctions in person 
or number. All but two of these twe lve type s occur in the Uri , Wantoat 
or Rawa languages .  
Wantoat , with five diffe rent matrix patterns , evidenc e s  the large st 
number of peculiarities . 
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5 . 4 Matrix D oc curs in Wantoat nominal posses sive suffixe s . Thi s  
matrix evidence s  a n  e xtension of the neutralizat ion of number in the 
third person dual and plural ( Matrix C )  to include the s ingular as well .  
MatJr..(.x V 
s D p 
1 a d I f 
2 b e e 
3 c c c 
5 .5 Matrix E occurs in Wantoat emphatic pronouns and independent verb 
( ob ligat ive mode ) . In the latter , however , the first person s ingular 
form is the same as the se cond and third person dual and plural form , 
but this phenomenon is probably a chance occurrence and does not re flect 
a significant pattern . 
1 
2 
3 
s 
a 
b 
MatJr..(.x E 
D 
d 
e 
-
c e 
p 
d 
e 
e 
5 . 6 Matrix F occurs in the Want oat independent verb ( inchoative mode ) 
and the dependent heteropersona1 verb . 
s 
1 a 
2 b 
3 c 
MatJr..(.x F 
D p 
d i g 
e e 
f f 
5 . 7 Matrix G occurs in the Wantoat independent contrary -to-fact verb . 
MatJr..(.x G 
s D p 
1 a d 9 
2 b e h 
3 c f f 
Rawa , with four di fferent matrix patterns , evidences the s econd 
large st number of peculiarities . 
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S . 8  Matrix H occurs i n  Rawa verbal obj ect pronoun affixe s . 
Matll..(.x H 
S D P 
1 a d d 
� 
2 b d d 
f---
3 c d d 
S . 9  Matrix I o ccurs in Rawa dependent heteropersonal verb s .  
Matll..(.x 1 
S D P 
1 a b c 
2 a b c 
3 a b c 
S . 10 Matrix J o c curs in Rawa independent verb s ,  immediate and remote 
past tenses , and in the Kovai independent verb , contrary-to-fact mode , 
and the heteropersonal dependent verb . 
Matll..(.x J 
s D p 
1 a c e 
2 b d f 
3 b d f 
5 . 11 Matrix K o ccurs in Rawa personal pronouns . 
1 
2 
3 
s 
a 
b 
c 
Matll..(.x K 
D 
d 
e 
f 
p 
d 
9 
h 
5 . 12 Matrix L occurs in Uri regular personal pronoun s .  
1 
2 
3 
s 
a 
b 
c 
Matll..(.X L 
D 
d 
e 
c 
p 
d 
e 
c 
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Nabak shows peculiarit i es which also r esult in two matri c es .  
5.13 Mat rix M occurs in Nabak independent verb s in the i mmediat e pas t ,  
pres ent , immediat e future and r emot e  future t en s es and i n  the dependent 
het eropersonal verb . 
5.14 Mat rix N oc curs 
S 
Mat�ix M 
D 
1 a 
� 
2 b 
3 c 
d 
d 
d 
p 
e 
-----
f 
f 
in Nabak indep endent verb 
Mat�ix N 
S D P 
1 a d f 
2 b e e 
3 c e e 
(inchoat ive mode) . 
One may surmis e  that the ideal mat rix, i . e. ,  Matrix B with each c ell 
repres ent ed by a peculiar form, was pres ent in the earliest stage o f  
development in thes e languages . Tend enc i es toward a neutralization of 
distinc t i on in persons developed at an early sta�e, and this is evi­
denc ed by Matrix A (in which the di stinct ion b etween s econd and third 
p erson in both the dual and plural was neutrali z ed )  oc curring in all 
the languages . Thi s pro c ess continued in Matrix J where the dist inction 
b etween s ec ond and third p erson was also lost in the singular . This 
loss o f  dist inction included the first p erson in the dual (Matrix M) 
and the first person in all numb ers (Matrix I ) . 
Aft er the division into two groups (the Finisterre and the Huon ) 
occurred, t endencies toward a neutrali zation of dist inc tion in number 
developed in the Finisterre group . This neutralization i s  pres ent for 
three Fini s t erre languages in Matrix C in whi ch the distinction b etween 
dual and plural i s  lost in all three p ersons . In Matrix F this loss o f  
dist inct ion b etween dual and plural i s  found i n  the s econd and third 
p ersons , in Matrix G only in the third p erson and in Matrix K only in 
the first p erson . In Matrix D ,  however, it included the singular 
numb er as well, but only in the third pers on . 
Mat rix H refl ects both types of t endenc i es in that the lack of any 
distinct ion of person in the non-singular forms (i . e. ,  dual and plural 
are not distinguish ed )  may be r egarded as the result of both t endenc i es 
affect ing ident ical c ells of the matrix . Such may also acc ount for the 
fact that Uri does not distingui s h  person or number in the dependent 
heteropersonal forms . 
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Also note that Matrices E and N ,  in which se cond and third person 
are repre sented in the dual and p lural numb er b y  a s ingle form , include 
Wantoat forms and the Nabak independent verb ( inch . mode ) . The fact 
that Nabak is included here does not force one to  conc lude that the 
tendency towards neutrali zation of distinction in number is also pres­
ent in the Huon Peninsula group o f  language s ,  because this s ingle case 
could be an isolated instance of forms falling t ogether . More o ver , the 
Nabak people have had the greatest amount of c ontact with the peoples 
speaking Finis terre language s ,  so that influence from the Finisterre 
languages is not unlike ly . The fact that this loss  of  distinct ion is 
so pre valent among the Finisterre languages repre sent ed in this c om­
parison and almost totally ab sent amoung the Huon Peninsula l anguages 
lends some support for the di vision of the Finisterre-Huon languages 
into two subgroups . 
In general , the languages o f  the Finisterre group e vidence more ir­
regularities in their matrix patterns and this irregularity may be the 
result of both types of tendencies toward neutrali zation b e ing operat i ve . 
6 .  REGU L AR PERS O N A L  PRONOUN S 
8l . 
Nb . 
Ono 
Kb . 
Kt . 
Uri 
Kw . 
Wn . 
Rw . 
Kv.  
Table C :  Regular personal pronouns 
Is 2s 3s 
n a  g a  y a k  
n a  ga  e k  
n a  g e  e l)e 
n i 9 i 
n o  g o  e 
n a  g a  a d i 
n a k g a k  u l) u n 
n a  g a  a n  
n o  ke I) u  
n o n  g o k  
Id 2d 3d Ip 2p 3p 
n e t  y e t  y a ky e t  n e n  y e n  y a ky e n  
n e t i t  e kg e t  n e n  i n  e kl) e n  
I) e re I) i re e re I) e n e  I) i n e e l) e  
n i r i i r i i r i n i n i  i n i  i n l 
n a h e  I) o h e  y a h e  n a l) e  1)0 l) e  y a l)e 
i n d i  s i d i  a d l  i nd i  s ld l  a d i 
n i t  d z l I d z i 1 n i n d z i d 'z I 
n i t g i t  g i t  n i n  g i n  g i n  
n a re y a r i  e ra g a  n a re y e  g a ro 
i t  I) o t  y o t  i n  I) o n  y o n  
The regular personal pronouns ( Table C )  show strong stability , and 
c ognate forms occur throughout the Finisterre-Huon languages . The sub­
morphemic format i ves ( see Pike , 1963 ) making up the pronoun person­
number composites are significant in their stab i lity . An analysis of 
the pronoun composite yields the structure + person + number + numb e r , 
in which the person format ive is manifested by a consonant , the first 
number format i ve b y  a vowel and the second number forma t i ve by a con­
sonant . This formula holds for 8e lepet , Nabak , Uri , Kewieng and Wantoat . 
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For prot o-Fini st erre -Huon ( p -FH ) the field structure and proto 
format ive s may be posited as in Mat rix O .  
Mat�ix 0: Reg ula� Pe�� onal P�ono un F04mative� 
1st per.  (*n ) n 
2nd per . (*1)9 ) 1)9 
3rd per . (*y ) y 
sg . 
(*a ) 
a 
a 
a 
sg . 
( * k )  
k 
k 
k 
non-sg . duo non-sg . p I . 
n t n n 
1)9 t 1)9 n 
y t y n 
For the proto-FH forms as given above .,  the vowel *a indic at ing 
' s ingular ' represent s  a back vowe l as opposed to a front vowe l ( repre­
sented by * i ) indicating ' non-singular ' number . At an earlier s t age 
the vowels may have been identical but a shift to a front vowe l occur­
red in the ' dual' and ' p lural ' number . The k formative indicating 
' s ingular ' has been generally lost in the ' first ' and ' second ' person 
forms in all the Huon langauges and re mains in the ' third ' person form 
in only a few languages . 9 The formative *t indic ating ' dual' is found 
throughout most of the languages as e ither t or as one of its pos sib le 
morphophonemic variant s .  Thus in Kube , One and Rawa , the addition of 
a final vowe l necessitates a change from t to r. In Uri of the Erap 
family of languages the * t  is repre sent ed by either n d  or d ,  the latter 
refle c t ing a loss  of  prenasali zation . In Kewieng and a coup le of the 
Uruwa languages the final t has occasionally weakened to a final 1 ,  
often accompanied b y  s light friction . The format ive *n indicating 
' p lural '  is  found in all those languages which di stingui sh ' dual ' · and 
' p lural ' . In Uri and mo st o f  the other langauges of the Erap family 
the p lura l forms are ab sent and their funct ion has been t aken on by the 
dual forms . Note in Kat e  that the ' dual ' is indicated by h and the 
' p lural ' by I). One might suppose that in the development of the K�te 
language a vowe l was added to a final g lottal stop which represented a 
neut ralization o f  the contrast between syllab le-final p. t and k .  The 
addition of the vowe l,  however , may not have yielded the original 
morphophonemic variant s ;  thus fina l glottal stop was rep laced by h rather 
than by r and final I) remained I). An a lternat ive hypothe s i s , however , 
might be to c onsider the final t and k ( b e fore neutrali zation oc curred ) 
as reflexes o f  a single proto-form ( see McElhanon and Voorhoeve , 1 9 7 0 : 
2 7 ,  5 3  for t and k as reflexes of *C) . Note that in a few languages ,  
e . g . , Kewieng and Rawa , the formative *n indic at ing ' p lural'  was lost 
in the second and third person forms . 
The formative *n indicating ' first person ' is found throughout the 
Finisterre-Huon languages , although in a few languages ,  e . g . , Nabak , 
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Kube , Uri and Kovai , it is  lost in the dual and plural forms . In the 
Ono dual and plural forms the format ive is ident ical to the sec ond 
person formative � and it may be theorized that the distinct ion between 
first and second person was lost in the c onsonantal format ives because 
the di stinct ion was present in the vowel formatives e ' first and third 
person ' and i ' se cond person ' .  
The second person formative *�g has a variety of reflexe s . In the 
second person singular form of most of the languages it is (�)g with 
the prenasalization abs ent in some langauges or sub -phonemic in others . 
In the dual and plural forms the re flex � ,  representing the velar pre­
nasali zat ion of the proto forms , is  found in a number of the Huon 
Peninsula langauges ( e . g. , Nabak ( only in third person forms ) ,  Ono and 
K�te ) and in Kovai . The reflexes z in Kewieng , s in Uri and y in most 
other language s may reflect a proc e s s  of palatalization of the 9 after 
the vowel change from a back vowel to a front vowe l took p lace ( see 
McElhanon and Voorhoeve , 1970 : 6 5 ) . 
7 .  EMPHAT I C PER S ON A L  P RO NOUN S 
For al l o f  the languages ( except Rawa and Kovai ) a seri e s  of em­
phatic personal pronouns has been ob served . The se are given in Tab le D .  
S l .  
Nb . 
Ono 
Kb . 
Kt . 
Uri 
Kw . 
Wn . 
Is 
n i n e 
n e n  
n a e  
n e n a  
n o  
n a h a k  
n i n a 
n i n a 
Table D: Emphatic personal pronouns 
2 s  
g i ke 
9 i t  i 
g e � o ­
n e  
g e �­
g a  
g o  
g a h a k  
g i k a 
3s 
i k � e  
i k � a �  
e � in e  
e 
y a h a k  
a n a  
i n a 
Id 
n i l  i t  
� e t s e  
n i r i 
n e k a �  
n a h e  
n ah a k  
2d 
i I i t 
� i r i t ­
n e  
i r i 
e k a �  
� o h e  
�a h a k  
n i t d a  z i z i l 
n i t  
n i s a g i s a 
3d 
i I i t 
e r e t ­
n e  
i r i 
e k a �  
y a h e  
y a h a k  
Ip 
Ii i n 
� e d z e  
n i n i 
n e �a �  
n a � e  
n a�a k 
2p 
i I i n 
� i n ­
�i n e  
i n  i 
e �a �  
�o�e 
�a � a k  
z i z l l n i n d a  z i z i  
n i n  
n i s a g i s a 
3p 
i I i n 
e n ­
� e n e  
i n  i 
e � a �  
y a � e  
y a � a k  
z i z i 
The first person singular and second person singular forms are the 
most stab le forms and apparent cognates are easily recogni zable . 
Certain morphological s imilarities in the formation of this series are 
recognizable in a numb er of the langauges .  First ly , the se pronouns are 
formed by reduplication and/or the addition of a suffi x which in many 
cases is homophonous wit h the adj ectivizer . Secondly , the forms in 
some languages probab ly oc cur with an ob ligatory suffix meaning on ly. 
a l one ( e . g. , K�t e - a k ) ,  whi le the forms in other languages o c c ur with 
this suffix optionally pre sent ( e . g . , I my s e lf a lone as in Selepet 
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n i n i - a k ,  Nabak n e n - a k ,  Kube n e n a - o k ,  Wantoat n i n a - g an ;  y ou y o u rae lf 
a lone as in Selepet g i k i - a k ,  Nabak g i t - a k , Kube g e Q g a - o k ,  Wantoat g i k a ­
g a n  ( ? ) ) .  
Redup li cation is most evident in the first p erson s ingular and s e c ond 
person singular forms but in some languages it occurs in other persons 
and numbers as well : e . g . , Selepet n i - n e ,  g i - ke ;  Kube n e - n a ,  g e - Q g a ;  
Wantoat n i - n a ,  g i - k a ;  Kewieng i - y i  38 , z i z i  1 2-3rd and z i z l 2-3p . It 
is al so evident in some of the compound forms : e . g . , Kewieng n l t d a  n i t  
1d , n i n d a  n i n  1p ; K�te n ah e  n ah a k  1p and Kube n l r i n e ka Q  1d , n i n i  n e Q a Q  
1p . 
Where redupli cation does not occur the occurrence of the adj ect ivizer­
like suffi x is found : e . g . , Selepet i k - Q e 3a , Nabak Ik - Q a Q  38 , and 
Kewieng n A k - Q a  la, g A k - Q a  2a . 
8. P O S SES S I VE SU F F I  XES 
Tab le E: Nominal pos s e s s ive suffixes 
Is 2s 3s Id 2d 3d lp 2p 3p 
S1 . n e  ge  Qe  n e t Qe y e t Q e  y e t Qe n e n Qe y e Q e  y e Q e  
Nb . n d i Q a Q  (n ) i t  (Q ) i t  (Q ) i t n ** (Q) i n  (Q ) i n  
Ono n e  Q o n e i n e s e  Q l t n e  e t n e  d z e  Q i n e e n e  
Kb . n a  g a  a n i ra g i r a g i ra n i n a g i n a g in a  
Kt . n a n e  g e  t i k n e /n e  n ah e k  Q e k i k  y e k i k  n a Q e k  Q e Q i k  y e Q i k  
Uri n a  g a  n i n i s i c  s i c  n i s i c  s i c  
Kw . n o  g o  Q i n i t  d z  i 1 d z  i 1 n i n d z  i d z i  
Wn . * n a  g a  Q a  n i t  s a  n a  n i n s a  n a  
Rw . n e  g e  Q O  n a re y a  r i y a  r i n a n e  y e  y e  
Kv . I i n  o k  o n  u w i t  u Q o t  uwo t uw i n  u Qon uwon 
Kv . II  n OQ g OQ OQ t OQ Q e t oQ y o t o Q  i n QoQ Q e n o Q  YOQOQ 
* al lomorphic forms observed for all Wantoat suffixe s . 
** n repre sents a reduction or contraction of n i n . 
The nominal possessive suffixes show striking similarit ies through­
out . For each language , with the except ion of the third person singular 
form , all forms are either identical t o  or s imilar to the regular per­
sonal pronoun forms . The third person singular form is always identi cal 
t o  or s imilar to the adj ectivizer suffix ( see sect ion 11). The Selepet 
pos s e s s ive suffixes probab ly represent a fusion of the noun with a fol­
lowing adj e c t ive which was derived from the regular personal pronoun 
suffixed by the adj e c t ivizer ( McElhanon , 1 9 7 2 : 6 4 ) . These fos s i l i zed 
adj e c t ivizers are evident in the possessive suffixes for Selepet , Ono , 
Kube and Kovai ( II ) . As with the regular personal pronouns , cognate 
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forms are found throughout the language s .  The Kovai series I forms 
evidence considerab le vowe l harmony with the pre ceding stem/root vowels . 
9 .  DEMO N STRAT I VE PRO N OU N S  
The demonstrative pronouns are qui t e  stable throughout the languages 
of the Finisterre-Huon group . These demonstratives denote five posit ions 
relative to  the speaker and hearer : t h i s  ( near the speake r ) . that ( near 
the heare r ) . t h a t  over t h e re ( removed from both speaker and heare r ) . 
that up there ( removed from both speaker and hearer ) and t h a t  down there 
( removed from both speaker and hearer ) .  The demons tratives are given 
in Tab le F .  
what 
Sl . w u a n  
Nb . k u l e k i  
Ono o n o (k a )  
Kb . n e m a k  
Kt . wemo 
Uri n a a s l t 
Kw . n i 
Wn . d a s i 
Rw . n d a  
Kv . m u k  
Table F :  Demonstrative pronouns 
t h i s  t h a t  there up 
y u  y a  e d a  ewa 
[ e n d a l  
p i  k e  i n d a  gwa 
y e  e r l  we (t i )  
yo  (m i )  i (m i )  e rl (ml ) 
z I o k n i f a l k  
I/y a u /w a  d o  
0 y a  a s t o kwe 
a u a t o  e 
I) a  I) U  a n d e  awe 
ye y a / i  d r I 
down 
e b a  
[ e m b  a 1 
b a  
g b e (t l )  
y uwl k 
m o k - (7 ) 
a m u  
a m e  
which 
wo s a /  
woda 
d e  
d i 
d i 
we n i  
i n d e  
z i 
a w o n  
The form which is  most stable i s  that for that o v e r  t h e re which is  
cognate in all the languages .  Se cond in stab i lity is  the form meaning 
w h i c h  with a c ommon e lement ( underlined in Tab le F) occurring in mos t  
language s .  This e lement oc curs compounded with another e lement wo i n  
Selepet . and apparent cognat es of wo occur i n  K�te and Kovai . Note 
that the forms meaning this and that are often involved in semantic 
shift s ;  the form meaning t h i s  in one language will have a c ognate form 
meaning t h a t  in another language and vice versa . Moreover . some lan­
guages evidence a vowe l difference which in Se lepet refle c t s  nearness 
or remotene s s  but which in the other languages may not have any dis­
tinction . 
The demonstrative pronouns occur in the axis of Lo cat ive axis­
re lator phrases and the resultant forms ( demonstrat ive and c lit ic ) 
funct ion as locat ive words . The word meaning why is an occurrence of 
the word w h a t  in the axis of the Causal axi s-relat or phras e  and marked 
by the c litic for .  A sampling of the various occurrence s  of the 
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demonstrat ives with these and other c litics  a s  observed i n  the different 
languages is  given below . This feature is more pronounced i n  the Huon 
Peninsula languages than in the Finisterre languages . 
Sl. : y u - a n  ( t h i s - a t )  h e re ,  y a - ke n  ( th a t - towards ) thi ther, e d a - ke b a  
( that over there-from ) thence , wo s a - ke b a  (which-from )  whence , 
y a - k a t  ( t hat - for) th e refore , w u a n - g a t  (wh a t - for) why . 
Nb . :  p i - e n  ( t h i s - a t )  h e re , b a - e n  ( th a t  down there - a t )  down b e low, 
g w a - e n  ( th a t  up there - a t )  up t h e re , i n d a - e n  ( th a t  o v e r  there­
t owards ) thi ther, d e - e n  (whi ch - a t )  where , k e - y a t  ( th a t - fo r )  
t h e re fo re . 
Ono : i wa - o  ( th i s - a t )  here , e r i wa - o ( th a t  o v e r  there - a t )  o v e r  t h e r e ,  
d i a - o  (whi c h - a t )  where , o n o k a - o  (wha t - a t )  w h e r e ,  oko k a -wa n e  
(wha t - for) why , iwa - ro p  ( t h i s - w i t h )  toge ther w i t h  t h i s  one , 
d i a - �o (whi ch-sub . )  which one .  
Kb . :  y o - mu ( th i s - a t )  here , y o - m u k g e �  ( th i s - t owards ) h i ther, e r i ­
m u n e k  ( t h a t  over t h e re - from) thence , n e m a k - n i �  (what-for) why,  
n e ma k - �a (what- sub . )  which o n e ,  y o - m u k  ( t hi s - l i ke ) like  t hi s .  
Kt . :  z i - r a ( th i s - a t )  here ,  i - r e k  ( t h a t - from) thence , o k n i - r e k  ( th a t  
o v e r  there -from) thence , wemo - k t e  (what -for) why . 
Uri : n a a s i t - g a n a Q  (wha t - a t )  when,  n a a s i t - g a t  (wha t-for) why , i - �g i �l O  
( th i s - a t )  h e re , d o - n i �  ( th a t  o v e r  there-of) t h a t  one ' s ,  y a a - r i  
( th i s - w i t h )  w i t h  this one , n a a s i t - g u k  (w hat-wi t h )  toge t he r  w i t h  
wha t .  
Kw . :  o - t o n  ( th i s - a t )  h e re ,  kwe - n  ( th a t  up there - a t )  u p  there , a s t o - n  
( t h a t  over there - a t )  over the re , n i - kwon  (wh a t - a t )  where , n i ­
kwo n a �  (what-from) whence , o - t e �  ( t hi s - l i k e )  l i k e  thi s ,  n i - t o 
(wha t - for) why . 
Wn . :  a - n d a �  ( th i s - a t )  here , u - n d a �g a  ( th a t - from ) the nce , amu - n z i �  
( t hat down there - l i k e )  l i k e  t h a t  one down there , a t o - pa t a �  
( t h a t  over t h e re-a t )  o v e r  t h e re , n d a s i - g e  (what-for) why,  u - n e  
( th i s - for) th erefore . 
Rw . :  �a - n o  ( th i s - a t )  h e re ,  �u - n d o  ( that-sub . )  that o n e ,  n d a - n o 
(w h i ch - a t )  where , a m u - r o ( th a t  one down there - o f) t h a t  one's 
( down th ere ) .  
Kv . :  i - n o n  ( th a t- for) for t h a t ,  owo n - o  (which- a t )  where , i r i - n 
( th a t  over th ere - t owards ) thi t h e r, i - n a i  ( that -wi th)  wi t h  
t h a t  one . 
1 0 . VERB S 
Throughout the language s  of the Fini sterre-Huon group the verb 
struc ture may be described by posit ing a verb nuc leus as opposed to a 
verb periphery . The nuc leus mani fes t s  either a transitive verb stem 
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o r  an intransit ive verb root/stem . l l  The transit ive verb stem c on s i s t s  
of a root form p lus an obj ect marking affix ( see obj e ct affixe s under 
section 10 . 4 ) . Most intransitive verbs thus far ob served are roots 
although intransit ive verb stems are not totally absent ; e . g . , in  
Selepet , int ransit ive verbs may be derived from roots by the suffixation 
of -e as in l o h o l e - to b e aome weak from l o h o t  weak . Verb s may general­
ly be divided into two structural sub classe s ,  independent and dependent . 
The independent verb s manife st a number of tenses and/or modes , and the 
independent verb pe riphery manifesting thes e  t enses and/or modes may be 
divided into two subtypes on the b asis  of linear order of suffixal 
tagmemes ,  one subtype involving the inchoative future tens e . 1 2  The 
dependent verb periphery may also be divided into two subtypes on the 
basis of linear order o f  suffixal tagmemes ,  heteropersonal and homo­
personal . 
1 0 . 1  I n d e p e n d e n t  Ve r b  P e r i p h e r i e s  
Generally speaking there are two distinctive subtypes o f  independent 
verb peripheries .  There is some variation among the languages as t o  
which tenses and/or modes fall within each periphery . For a l l  the 
language s ,  however ,  the inchoat ive future tense with or without other 
t enses occurs in one periphery and the past and pre sent ( indicat ive ) 
tenses oc cur in a se cond periphery . 
1 0 . 1.1 Verb periphery subtype I indicates the inchoat ive future tense 
and generally has the following structure : 
+ bene . + num . ± mode-tense + per . ( num . ) + mode-tense 
I I I 
The distingui shing features of this subtype o f  periphery are the 
oc currence of a separate tagmeme indicat ing numb er and the oc currenc e  
of only one tagmeme indicat ing mode-tens e . Note that the mode-tense 
t agmeme has two possible posit ions ; either word final or b etween the 
number tagmeme and the tagmeme manife s t ing the person ( numb e r )  com­
posites .  
The tagmeme indic ating number manife s t s  morphemes which have conson­
antal format ives whi ch are cognate throughout the Fini sterre-Huon 
languages .  Thes e  formatives are highly stable in the first person 
forms which are given for c omparison in Tab le G .  The vowe l s  in the se 
forms apparent ly indicate tense . 
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Table G :  Number formatives in f irst person forms 
singular dual plural 
Selepet - b e  - d e  - n e  
Nabak - b  i - d i - n e  
Ono - b e  - t e  - I) em 
Kube - b a  - z  i - n i 
K�te - pe - n a k  - n a l) 
Uri - w a k  - d am - n am 
Kewieng -wo - d o  - n o  
Want oat - p a  - t a  - n a  
Rawa -we  - re - y e  
Kovai - i p  - e t  - e n  
Note that s ingular number is marked by a labial stop or fric at ive . 
Dual is generally marked by an alveolar obstruent and plural generally 
by an alveolar nasal . Except for K�te and Kovai these formatives are 
syllab le initial . Kovai is  one of the most divergent o f  these lan­
guauges and in these morphemes the consonant and vowel has metathe sized . 
K�te repre sents an aberrant family of languages and the structure o f  
the 1 s t  person dual and p lural forms appears to b e  based b y  analogy upon 
the structur e  of the second and third pers on , dual and plural forms . 
Mos t of these l anguages have complex person-number c omposites in the 
second and third person , dual and plural . The analysis of the se forms 
must await the c ollection of more data in those languages which are 
represent ed only by basic vocabulary lists and ultimate ly it must await 
an application of the comparat ive method and reconstruc tion . 
St ructural variant s of this verb periphery are determined b y  whether 
or not these is another mode-tense periphery ident i c al in structure to 
the inchoative future tense periphery , and if  the se is one , then whether 
this other mode-tense is  signaled by a change of a phoneme or b y  a 
separate suffix added to the inchoat ive forms . 
For two languages , Kube and Nab ak , there is no other mode-tense 
sharing the verb peripheral structure with the inchoat ive so that one 
cannot posit with certainty any separate mode-tense t agmeme . That i s  
to s ay , a single suffix may be regarded a s  a c omposite form indicating 
mode-tens e , person and number . 
In Selepet the inchoat ive future tense has the same struc ture as the 
immediate future tense . The Wantoat inchoative future has structure 
s imi lar to the future tense , the contrary-to-fact mode , the ob ligat ive 
mode and the interrogative mode . The inchoative periphery of the se two 
languages has the structure : ± bene factive + number + mode-tense + 
person-number . 
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The Rawa language has contrary-to-fact forms which are very s imilar 
to the inchoat ive forms , the only difference being found in the first 
person dual and p lural forms which are respectively - r e and - y e  in the 
inchoative future and -wo ro and - wo t o  in the contrary-to-fact . I f  one 
were to posit that the form -wo indicat e s  ' contrary-to-fact ' mode then 
the verb peripheral s t ructure would be the same as that for Selepet and 
Wantoat . Such an interpret at ion , however , would as sume too much and it 
is better to reserve analysis until more data are availab le and the 
analys is of Rawa is  beyond its init ial stage s . 
The inchoative and remote future tenses in Uri share the same verb 
peripheral structure . In the Kewieng language the inchoat ive future 
tense occurs with the immediate future tense and the contrary-to-fact 
mode in a single verb periphery . In Ono the inchoat ive future and 
c ontrary-to-fact mode o c c ur in the same periphery . For thes e  three 
language s the periphery has the structure ± b ene . + num . + per . - num . 
+ mode . 1 3  
K�te is  peculiar in c l early indicating an order o f  + person + number 
in the dual and plural forms of the inchoat ive verb . Although the first 
person singular form is apparent ly cognate with the first person singular 
forms of the other languages ,  the K�te structure is regarded as an aber­
rant t ype : ± bene . + per . + num . + tense mode . 
Another possible shared feature among several of the languages here 
compared is the phonemic shape of the third person singular inchoative 
future tense form . Not e the following probab le c ognates :  Selepet - S k , 
Nabak - a k ,  K�te - o k ,  Uri - o t, Wantoat - yo k  and Kovai - 0 .  In Uri the 
phoneme t and in K�te the phoneme k represent a glottal stop in word 
final posit ion . 
The person-number c omposites of the inchoative future verb in a l l  of 
these languages make the same distinct ions in person and number , viz . , 
that of Matrix A ( 5 . 1 )  which has separate forms indicat ing first person 
singular , first person dual , first person plural , second person singular , 
third person singular , second and third p erson dual , and second and 
third person plural . In many of the se languages the suffixation indi­
cat ing the inchoative future verb is  identical with or similar to the 
suffixat ion indi cat ing the heteropersonal dependent verb . 
( 1 )  Se lepet : the two sets show resemb lances in the second and 
third person p lural . 
( 2 )  Nabak : the two sets are diverse and the forms for the hetero­
personal verb are peculiar . 
( 3 ) Ono : the forms for the two sets are identical exc ept in the 
third person singular where the heteropersonal form is - k i  
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and the inchoative form is - ke p .  
( 4 ) Kube : the two sets are ident ical . 
( 5 ) Kat e : the two sets show ident i c al forms only in firs t person 
s ingular ; all other forms show no resemb lance s  between the 
two sets . 
( 6 )  Uri :  the heteropersonal verb morphology doe s  not dist inguish 
person nor numb er s o  no comparison is possible . 
( 7 )  Kewieng : the two sets differ only in the forms indicat ing 
second person singular , third person s ingular , and second 
and third person plural . 
( 8 )  Wantoat : the two set s are ident ical . 
( 9 )  Rawa : the heteropersonal forms distinguish only number and 
are identical to the third person forms of the inchoative 
verb . 
( 10 )  Kovai : the two set s  are ident ic al . 
10 . 1 . 2  Verb periphery subt ype I I  is quite regular throughout al l the 
languages compared and usually includes two past tenses or one past 
tense and one present tense . The structure is ± bene . + mode + t ense + 
per . -num . The distinguishing features of this periphery are that the 
order o f  the t agmeme s is  generally fixed and that the mode t agmeme is 
distinct from the tense tagmeme and is  manifested by ' habituative mode ' 
morphemes which may be shown to be derived from verb compounding . 
Generally there is little difficulty in identifying the constituent 
morphemes of this subtype of verb periphery . 
Some languages ,  viz . , Kube , Nabak , Ono and Rawa , have apparently 
addit ional suffixal morphemes oc curring after the. person-number c om­
posite s . In Kube the contrary-to-fact forms are formed by the addition 
of a suffix t o  the prohibit ive forms . In  Rawa the additional morpheme s 
indicate ' remote past tense ' and in Nabak they pos s ib ly indicate various 
aspe c t s  or temporal s t ates such as ' remote past time ' , ' near past time ' , 
' present to future time ' and ' unreal or imaginative time ' ( i . e . , 
contrary-to-fact mode ) .  In Ono the prohibit ive forms are formed by the 
addit ion of a suffix to the remote past tense forms . In some of the s e  
cases these extra suffixal morphemes are simi lar i n  phonemic shape t o  
c l i t i c s  and further analysis may indeed show them t o  be c litics and as 
such not p art of the bas ic  verb structure . A list ing of the languages 
and the respect ive tenses and modes occurring within the s tructure o f  
independent verb periphery subtype II  follows : 
Sl . :  remote past tens e , immediat e  past tense , contrary-to-fact mode 
and future tenses ( punc t i liar and habituat ive ) .  
Nb . :  remote past tense , int ermediat e  past tense , immediate past 
tense , present t ense , immediate future tens e , remote future 
tense and contrary-to-ract mode . 
Ono : remote past tense , immediate past tens e , future tense and 
prohibitive mode . 
Kb . :  remote past tense , immediate past t ense , immediate future 
tense , c ontrary-to-fact mode and prohibitive mode . 
Kt . :  immediate past t ense , present tense , remote future tense and 
remote inchoative future tense . 1 4  
Uri : remote past tense , immediate past tense , present tense and 
immediate future tense . 
Kw . : remote past tense and immediate past tense . 
Wn . :  remote past t ense and immediat e  past tense . 
Rw . :  remote past tense , immediate past tense , present t ense and 
future tense . 
Kv . :  remote pa st tense and immediate past t ense . 
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The habituat ive mode (hab . )  morpheme s of these languages may b e  
shown to be related to the verb s meaning t o  d o  o r  t o  L i v e  and to have 
a historical basis in verb compounding . In the historical deve lopment 
of the se forms fusion has t aken place so that s ome of the current 
habituative mode morpheme s in some of the languages b ear only s light 
resemblance to the original verb forms from which they developed . 1 5  
Selepet 
In Se lepet the ident ification of the habituat ive mode morpheme with 
the verb m- to L i v e  is only evident with the immediate past tense suf­
fixes . The only simi larity between the habituative mode morpheme -m i n i  
oc curring with the remote past tense and the verb m - t o  L i v e  i s  the 
initial m .  In the future tense hab ituative mode the only possible 
evidence may be the fact that in the future tense habituative morpheme 
- b i s a the initial phoneme b is not rep laced by a corresponding 
fricative phoneme w when the morpheme oc curs following a vowe l .  This 
replacement of b b y  w in this environment is a common morphophonemi c 
change . Thus the phoneme b in this environment is p renasalized [ m b ] 
and this prenasali zat ion may be evidence for b reaking the morpheme up 
into constituents - m  ' habituative mode ' and - b i s a ' future tense ' .  
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Present ( verb root/stern) + m - ( very periphery i n  ipt . )  a s  i n  a r i - m - a p  
Hab . ( to go-hab . -3 s  ipt . )  he h ab i t ua l ly goe 8 .  
Past ( verb root/stern) -m i n i - ( verb periphery in rpt . )  as in 
Hab . a r i - m i n i - o p  ( t o  go-hab . -3s rpt )  he u8 e d  t o  go . 
Future ( verb root/stern) - m - ( verb periphery in future t ense ) as in 
Hab . a r i - m - b i s a p  ( to go-hab . - 3s future ) h e  wi l l  h ab i tu a l ly go . 
Nabak 
The Nabak hab ituative mode morphemes also show s imilarities with the 
verbs m a - to live and t a t - to 8 tay . The compounding of these verbs to 
yield hab ituat ive forms is peculiar in Nab ak and the structure i s  
+ verb root m a - to  live + ( verb root/stern) ± to l i v e/t o 8 tay . 
Present m a - + ( verb root/stern-verb periphery in pres . )  as in m a - me t -
Hab . z i n  ( t o  l i ve - t o go-3s pre s . )  h e  a lway8 goe8 . 
Past m a - + ( verb root/stern) + t a t - ( verb periphery in interpt . )  
Hab . as in m a - ko - t a p - m a y a n  ( t o  l i v e - to come-hab . - 3s interpt . )  
he u 8 e d  to come . 
Future 
Hab . .  
Ono 
m a - + ( verb root/stern ) + m a - ( verb periphery in rft . )  as in 
ma - w e - m a - b e  ( t o  l i ve - to 8 l e ep-hab . - 3s rft . )  he wi l l  a lway s 
8 l e e p .  
Two verb s ,  { ma - }  m a - � ma i - � m a � - to do and g e - t o  l i v e  are com­
pounded with the verb root/stem to yield the habituat ive forms . 16 
Present ( verb root/stern) + ma i - ( verb periphery in ipt . )  as in 
Hab . a r i -ma i - ke ( t o  go-hab . - 3s ipt . )  he a lwaY8 go e 8 . 
Past ( verb root/stern ) + ma � - ( verb periphery in rpt . )  as in 
Hab . a r i - ma � - ko l e  ( t o  go-hab . -ls rpt . )  I u8 ed.  t o  go . 
Future ( verb root/stern) + m a � - ( verb periphery in fut . )  as in 
Hab . a r i - ma � - k a l e  ( t o  go-hab . -ls fut . )  I wi l l  a lwaY8 g o .  
Incho- ( verb root/stern ) + m a - + g e - ( verb periphery in inch . ) 
at ive as in a r i - ma - g e -w e  ( t o  go-hab . -hab . -ls inch . )  I mU8 t a lway8 
Hab . go . 
Kube 
The habituative mode morphemes are derived from the verbs a n - to do 
and k e k - to live . 
Present ( verb root/stem) + a n - ( verb periphery in ipt . ) as in 
Hab . ke - a n - z a k  ( to go-hab . -3s ipt . )  h e  a lway 8 goe8 . 
Past 
Hab . 
K�te 
( verb root/stem) + ke r- ( ve rb periphery in rpt . )  as in 
k e - ke r- e k  (to go-hab . - 3s rpt . )  h e  us e d  to go . 
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The habituative mode morphemes are derived from the verb s e- t o  do 
and y u - to li v e .  
Pres ent ( ve rb root/stem) - e - ( verb periphery in pres . )  a s  in 
Hab . ra - e - k a k  ( t o  go-hab . - 3s pres . )  he a lways goes . 
Past ( verb root/stem) - y u - ( verb periphery in ipt . )  as in 
Hab . ra - y u - y e k  ( t o  gO-hab . - 3s ipt . )  he used to go . 
Uri 
The hab ituative mode in Uri is  indicated by a s e cond order suffix 
and this suffix appears to have been derived by compounding the verb 
with another verb whi ch was cognate with the Rawa verb { a ra - }  to live . 
This verb may have had the form * a r- in Uri , but aft er the form had an 
establi shed place in signaling hab ituative , the free verbal form was 
los t . The c ompound assumed the phonological characteristics of a 
s ingle word and the se cond member of the compound , i . e . , * a r - , as sumed 
the character of a suffix . The following dat a  are illustrative : 
P re sent tens e : 
( verb stem/root ) + a r- ( verb periphery in pres . )  as in 
k a -�- r- i k  [ k a r i k ]  I am going and k a - a r- r- i k  [ k a a t i k ] ( to 
go-hab . -pres . -l s )  I a lways go ( note : r + r + t ) . 
Pas t tense : 
( ve rb stem/root ) - a r- ( ve rb periphery in pas t . )  as in k a -� - a g - u k  
[ ka a g u k ]  I w e n t  and k a - a r - a g u - u k  [ k a ra g u k ]  ( to go-hab . -past . -l s )  
I us e d  to  go ( note : a + a + a ) . 
Future tense : 
( verb stem/root ) + a r- ( verb periphery in fut . )  as in k a -� - o t - i k  
[ k a o t i k ] I s ha l l  go and ka - a r  - o t - I k  [ k a ro t i k ] ( to go-hab . -fut . -ls ) 
I s h a l l  a lways go . 
Kewieng 
The writer has a limited amount of data in the Kewieng language and 
although the habituative mode morphemes may be isolated they are not 
yet c learly identi fied with any verb . The habituative morpheme - e  in 
the past tense is  s imi lar to the verb A- to  do . 17 The data collected 
with the hab ituative in the present tense involve apparently irregular 
verb st ems so that the habituat ive morpheme can only be tent at ive ly 
ident i fied as - A  in the dual and p lural and - A z a  in the singular . 
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Pres ent ( verb root/stem) + { A } - ( verb periphery in ipt . )  as in 
Hab . k A - A z a - k  ( t o  gO-hab . - 3s ipt . )  he a Zways goes ( note : 
A + - A + A ) . 
Past ( verb root/stem) + e- ( verb periphery in rpt . )  as in 
Hab . k A - e - § A k  ( to go-hab . -3s rpt . )  he u s e d  t o  go . 
Wan t o a t  
The writer has not found a verb root in Wantoat which is  suspect as 
b eing the basis for the deve lopment of the Wantoat habituat ive mor­
pheme - g a o The position of this morpheme in the Wantoat verb periphery , 
however , i s  analogous to that of the re lated languages , so that one 
may surmi s e  that a similar deve lopment occurred in Want oat . 
Rawa 
In the Rawa language the development o f  the habituative morpheme may 
be traced to a compound involving { a ra - } to Zive . 
Present ( verb root/stem) - ro (homo . ) + a ra - ( verb periphery in p re s . )  
Hab . as in a ro- ro - ra - t e  ( t o  go-homo . -hab . -3s pres . )  he a Zways 
goes . 1 8 
Past 
Hab . 
Future 
Hab . 
Kova i 
( verb root/stem) - ro (homo . ) + a ru - ( verb periphery in past . )  
as in a ro - ro - ru -wo ( t o  go-homo . -hab . -3s past . )  h e  us e d  to  go . 19  
( verb root/st em )  - ro ( homo . ) + a ru - ( verb periphery in fut . )  
as in a ro - ro - ru -wa ( t o  go -homo . -hab . - 3s fut . )  h e  wi Z Z  a Zways 
go . 
In the Kovai language the habituat ive mode appears to have deve loped 
from a compound with the verb g l - to Zive as the first member of the 
compound as in me h e  spo k e ,  g e -me  he used to  speak and as in g a p  I wi Z Z  
go , g a - g a p  I wi Z Z  a Zw ays g o .  
10 . 2  D e p e n de n t  V e r b  P e r i p h e r i e s  
All o f  the languages o f  the Finisterre-Huon group have a dist inct ion 
b etween homopersonal and heteropersonal verb peripheries . As expected 
there are minor variations among the languages with respect to the 
structure of thes e peripheries but some general features may be iden­
t i fied . 
In regard to the heteropersonal forms comment has already been made 
to the fact that similarit ies exist b etween the heteropers onal forms 
and the inchoative future tense forms ( see 1 0 . 1 . 1) . Moreove r ,  the 
tagmeme order in the heteropersonal periphery is generally as follows : 
± benefact ive + mode + person-number + t ime . The mode t agmeme distin­
guishes b etween punctiliar action ( frequently represented by a zero ) 
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and prolonged act ion ( frequently represented b y  the same morpheme 
indicating habitual action in the independent verb peripherie s ) . A 
number of languages do not dist inguish prolonged action , viz . ,  Kewieng 
Rawa and Selepet , and in the latter two the morpheme manifested in the 
mode tagmeme may be des cribed as a heteropersonal marker . Two languages ,  
Kgte and Wantoat , manifest a time tagmeme b e fore the person-number c om­
posite s . The morphemes in this tagmeme distinguish whether the action 
of this verb is simultaneous with or antecedent to the action o f  the 
fo llowing verb . 20  
A number of these languages exhibit a time t agmeme following the 
pers on-number c omposites but the morphemes occurring in this tagmeme 
need to be compared for simi larit ies with the clitics of not only the 
language in question but also of related languages .  In Kube the sim­
ultane ous action morpheme i s  homophonous with the accompaniment clitic  
and so the time tagmeme may be omitted if  this could be regarded as  a 
heteropers onal c lause expounding the axis o f  an Accompaniment Axis­
relator Phrase , e . g . : 
m e - g i k - g u k  n e - ye k ( h o r d  i t - they ( p l . ) -s imul . ,  e a t  i t - h e ( rpt . ) )  
whi r e  they h e r d  i t ,  h e  a t e  i t  ( lit . in aS8 o ci a t i on wi th them 
h o rding i t ,  he ate i t ) . 
Moreover , in the c lose ly related Mape language simultaneity i s  indi­
c ated by the morpheme - k u k  whi ch , although not homophonous with the 
Mape accompaniment clit i c , may be shown to be cognate with the Kube 
accompaniment clitic . Similarly in Selepet a morpheme - a n e , analyzed 
by the writer as a suffix only occurring following dependent c lauses , 
indicates that the action of the verb is antecedent to the act ion of 
the following verb . This morpheme is an apparent cognate with the 
Kgte locative clitic - o n e k  from . 
The Uri language is pe culiar among the languages here compared in 
that it does not distinguish either person or number in the dependent 
heteropersonal verb morphology . 
The dependent homopersonal verb periphery general ly has the structure 
± bene . + mode + ident ity ± time . The remarks made above re lat ing to 
the mode and time tagmeme s also apply here . In Wantoat , and perhaps 
in other languages as well , the benefactive markers are ob ligatori ly 
a�sent , probab ly due to their presence in the morphology of the fo llow­
ing heteropersonal or independent verb . 
Selepet 
The Se lepet dependent verb morphology is  des cribed in McElhanon 
( 19 7 2 : 70- 1 )  and a summary is pre sented here . Two subtypes of verb 
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periphery were posited . The first was the heteropersonal verb with the 
structure + nucleus ± b ene . + ident ity + number + person . 
t u h u -� - y i n g i - m u - t - d a  (bui ld- i t - fo r  them-hetero . -du . -2-3 per . )  
y o u/they ( du . )  b u i l t  i t  fo r them and . . .  
The se cond was the homopersonal verb with the structure + nucleus ± 
b ene . + ident ity + mode . 
t u h u - � - y i n g i - m -� (bui ld- i t - fo r  t h em-homo . -punct . )  bui lding 
it fo r them and . . .  
The nucleus may be man i fested as in the independent verb morphology . 
Nabak 
There are two subtype s of dependent verb periphery in Nabak ; the 
homopersonal and the heteropersonal . The homopersonal verb has the 
structure + nuc leus ± bene . + mode + homopersonal marke r .  
me t - s a - n e t - t i ( g o - fo r  him-hab . -homo . )  a lway s going fo r him 
and . . .  
n - t i  ( e at-homo . ) e a t  and . . .  
The heteropersonal verb has the structure + nucleus ± bene . + mode + 
numb er -person . 
Ono 
m e t - ma - l u  ( go-hetero . -du . ) we/y o u/they ( du . )  are going and 
an o th e r  . . .  
kw i t i - �- s a -m a - n  ( b uy - i t - fo r  him-hetero . -1 P )  we ( p l . )  are 
b uy i ng it fo r h im and ano t h e r  . . .  
Ono dependent verbs have the struc ture + nuc leus ± bene . + mode ± 
pe r . -num . ± t ime . 
The mode s lot i s  expounded by m a g e  continuative or prolonged act ion 
from the compound m a - to do and g e - to live . When the pers on-number 
composites are ab sent the verb is homopersonal but when they occur the 
ve rb is he te ropersonal . The t ime s lot indi cates whether the act ion of 
the dependent verb i s  s imultaneous with or antecedent to the action of 
the following verb . When the action is simultaneous no t ime morpheme 
oc curs ; when it is antecedent the morpheme { - m o l  - mo � - s o  occurs . The 
person-number composites are ident ical to the person-number composites 
of the verb periphe ry type I e xcept that the third person s ingular form 
is - k  i . 
k p e -� - g i n - ma g e -we - s o  ( h i t - i t - fo r y ou-hab . -ls-ante . )  I was h i t ting 
i ·t fo r y ou an d then someone e l s e  . . .  
k p e - � - w e  ( h i t - i t - ls ) when I h i t  i t ,  some one e l s e  . . . 
n e -� - s o  ( e a t - i t - ante . ) e a t  and then . . .  
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Kube 
The Kube dependent verb has the usual two contras ting types of pe­
ripheries , vi z . , the homopersonal and the heteropersonal . The homo­
personal verb has the structure + nucleus ± bene . + mode + identity + 
time . 
k pe -�- m i -�-ma-� ( k i l l- i t - fo r  him-punct . -homo . -ant e ) k i l l  i t  
fo r h i m  and then . . .  
k p e - �- m i - ke k - ma - n e k  ( h i t - i t - for him-hab . -homo . -simul . ) whi l e  
h i t ting i t  for h i m  . . .  
The heteropersonal verb has the struc ture + nuc leus ± bene . + mode + 
per . -num . + time . 
K�te 
k p e -� - m i - k e k - n i - g u k  ( h i t - i t - for h im-hab . -lp- s imul . ) 2 l  when we 
w e re h i t ting it for him,  s omeone e ls e  . . .  
k p e -�-m i - k e k - n i -� ( h i t - i t - fo r  him-hab . -lp-ant e . )  we w e re h i t ting 
i t  for h im and then s omeone e ls e  . . .  
Two contrasting types of dependent verb peripheries are found . The 
first is the heteropersonal dependent verb with the structure 
+ nucleus ± bene factive + mode + time + person + number 
k p a -� y a re -
k i l l - i t  fo r them 
whi l e  we ( pl . )  us e d  to 
k p a -� - y a re 
- ku - h a  - pe 
hab . simul . first 
k i l l  i t  fo r them ( p l . )  
-� - h a  - p i  
k i l l - i t  fo r them punct . simul . 2 - 3  
whi l e  they ( p l . ) ki l l e d  i t  for them ( pl . )  
k p a -� - y a k t e  -� -� 
k i l l- i t  for them ( du . )  punct . ante . 
aft e r  we ( du . ) k i l le d  i t  for them ( du . ) 
- p e  
first 
The homopersonal dependent verb struc ture is : 
+ nuc leus ± benefactive + mode + time 
k p a -� - y a re - h u  - k  
ki l l - i t  fo r them punct . s imul . 
whi l e  k i l l i ng i t  fo r them 
k p a -� - y a re - k u  -�  
h i t - i t  for them hab it . ant e . 
aft e r  con tinua l ly h i t ting i t  fo r them 
Uri 
- n e  
plural 
- e  
plural 
- re 
dual 
Uri dependent verb morphology is the most s imple thus far des cribed 
for the Finist erre-Huon languages . The homopersonal structure is 
+ nucleus ± b ene factive + identity . 
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d i n a - g a a - a l) a  ( cut -y ou -homo . ) cut you and . • .  
The form indicat e s  prolonged or continuous action by a form o f  s t em 
redup l i cat ion : 
a U - l) a  going a u -wu u t  going on and on 
a b u - I) a  coming a b a - b u u t  coming on and on 
t i - I) a do ing t i - t i i t do ing i t  on and on 
The heteropersonal v�rb structure is + nucleus ± b ene . + mode + iden­
t ity . 
Kewi eng 
d i n a - a - y a a m - u - i l) a ( cu t - i t - for them-hab . -hetero . ) 
whi Z e  cut ti n g  i t  fo r t hem . . .  
The homopersonal verb morphology has the structure + nucleus ± bene . 
+ identity . No evidence was found for either the punct i liar/prolonged 
dist inct ion or the simultaneous/antecedent distinct ion . 
y a - I) e k  ow i - t a k  ( 8 peak- ing, come - h e  ( ipt . )  whi Z e  8 p e ak i ng h e  
came , h e  8poke a n d  then came . 
The heteropers onal verb morphology has the structure + nuc leus ± 
benefactive + mode + person-number . 
y a - I) a p - d o  a l) a k - d a k  ( 8peak-hab . -we ( du . ) ,  h i t  him- h e  ( ipt . ) )  
we 8poke on and on, and ( th e n )  he h i t  him . 
k a - do y Ak d a k  (go-we ( du . ) , 8peak-he ( ipt . ) )  we wen t and ( t h e n )  
h e  8po ke . 
Wantoat 
The Want oat homope rsonal forms are quite comp lex and have a probab le 
structure of + mode + identity . The mode is manifested by -¢ ' punc t i l­
iar ' or - g a  ' prolonged ' and the identity is mani fes t ed by a numbe r  of 
morpheme s : - y u k  ' puncti liar simultaneous ' ,  -ku ' punctil iar ante cedent ' ,  
- ke l)  ' punct iliar ant e cedent ' and - 5 l ka l)  ' prolonged ant e ce dent ' .  
A c cording to Davis all o f  these morphemes may o ccur with the mor­
pheme - g a  ' prolonged '  occurring in the mode tagmeme . It is not 
immediate ly apparent whether the se morphemes may be divided into c on­
stituent morphemes indi cating ' punc t i liar ' ,  ' p rolonge d ' , ' antecede nt ' ,  
or ' s imultaneous ' .  I f  one were to split s l ka l)  into - 5 1  ' prolonged ' 
and - ka l)  ' ante cedent ' and then to posit a zero morpheme indicating 
' punc t i liar ' oc curring before the other morphemes ,  it appears that 
numerous phoneme changes have to be explained in terms of allomorphs or 
morphophonemic change s . 
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Rawa 
Rawa dependent verb morphology c ombine s  the homopersonal and hetero­
personal forms and may be des cribed b y  posit ing a s ingle structure : 
± b ene . + ident ity + per . -num . The identity t agmeme is exp ounded b y  
either - ro ' homopersonal ' or - t o  ' heteropersonal ' .  When - to o ccurs 
then the pers on-number markers also occur . 
amb u - ro ( come -homo . ) coming 
a m b u - t o - r i  ( come-hetero . - ( du . » we/y ou/they ( du . ) came on and 
on, and ano ther . . .  
Kovai 
- Only a limited amount of data is  avai lab le in the Kovai language 
and on the basis of this data the following dependent verbal suffixal 
structures may be posited : homopersonal , i . e . , + verb root/stem + 
identity ;  and heteropersonal , i . e . , + verb root/stem + person-number . 
z u \ - a e  ( pu l l  i t -homo . )  pu l l  i t  and . . .  
u -we t ( come-we ( du . » we ( du . ) come and ano t h e r  . . .  
10 . 3  De s i d e r a t i v e  v e rb c on s t ru c t i o n s' 
The concept s of des i re , intent , purpose and incept ion of action are 
o ften not formally distinguished in some of the languages of the 
Finisterre-Huon group , and thus a single utterance in a vernacular may 
be rendered equally we l l  by the English glosses I am ab o u t  to , I want 
t o ,  I in tend t o ,  or I propose to . There are a number of different con­
struct ions which are used to indi cate these concepts , and when a language 
has more than one c onstruct ion type usually one of the types has a much 
higher frequency of occurrence . 
Some languages do dist inguish one or more of these concepts in dif­
ferent ways and it may we l l  be that in languages where s everal con­
struction types are found these c oncepts are dist inguished by the 
indigenous speakers but not by the European analysts . This s e c t ion o f  
the study only concerns those constructions whi ch are purported t o  
indicate ' de s ire ' . These cons truct ion types are : 
(1) ( verb root/stem in the inch . ) + to s ay ( homo . )  + t o  do . 
This construction is b y  far the most common although there 
are minor variations parti cularly with regard t o  the occur­
rence of c oncord . 
( 2 )  ( verb root/st em/spe cial derived form) + t o  do with 
b ene factive marker and also a third person singular 
subj e ct marker . The b enefactive marker e xpre s s e s  the 
person-number forms which are best rendered as the subj e c t  
of t h e  English glos s . For example from K�te : 
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ra - z o  e - n a re - ka k  
go- suffix do -fo r- m e - i t ( ipt . )  
I w an t  to go ( lit . i t  do e 8  to go for me ) 
ra - z o  e - g a re - k a k  
go- suffix do -fo r  y o u- i t ( ipt . )  
you want to go ( lit . i t  do e 8  t o  go for y o u )  
( 3 )  ( noun derived by verb root/stem reduplication ) + bene . /cau . 
c litic + to do with the bene factive markers and third person 
singular subj ect marker .  From Kfite : 
ra ra - re e - n a re - k a k  
going-fo r  do - fo r  me - i t ( ipt . )  
I wan t to go ( lit . i t  doe 8  to me for going ) 
ra ra - r e e - g a re - k a k  
going-fo r  do - for y o u- i t ( ipt . )  
y o u  want t o  go ( lit . i t  doe 8  to you for going ) 
Selepet 
The deside rative verb in Se lepet is  des cribed in McElhanon ( 19 72 : 7 4 )  
and is  analy zed as a clause manifesting at least one embedded claus e  
and having the phonological characteristics of a word . The structure 
is : 
Des iderat ive verb + inchoat ive future + s Sm + o t -
verb in first person 8 ay ing to do 
C oncord exists between the number indicated in the inchoative verb and 
the number indicated in o t - . The inchoat ive future verb is an independ­
ent clause functioning as the obj ect of the dependent verb s S m .  Other 
independent verb s may substitute for o t - , although when such sub s titution 
does oc cur , the total construction no longer has the phonological 
characteri s t i c s  of a single word . In all the examples in this se ct ion 
the e xample s  are written to show the grammatical structure rather than 
the phonologic al structure . 
a r i -we s S - m  o - a - a n  (go-mu8 t I, 8 ay - ing, do -ipt . -I) I wan t to go . 
a r i - re s S - m  o - a - i t  (go-mu8 t we ( du . ) ,  8 ay - ing, do - ipt . -we ( du . » ) 
We ( du . )  wan t to go . 
a r i - re s S - m  o - a - w o t  (go -mu 8 t  w e ( du . ) ,  8ay-ing,  do-ipt . -y ou . they ( du . » )  
You-they ( du . )  wan t to g o .  
a r i - n e  s S - m  o - a - i n  (go -mu8 t w e ( p l . ) ,  8 ay - ing, do - ipt . -we ( p l . » )  
We ( pl . ) wan t to go . 
a r i - n e  s S - m  o - a - i  ( go -mu8 t w e ( pl . ) ,  8ay - ing, do - ip t . -y ou/they ( p l . ) J  
You/they ( pl . ) want to go . 
t u h u - w e  s S - m g a - a - a n  (do-mu8 t I, 8ay- ing, aome-ipt . I J I aame wan t -
i n g  to d o  i t .  
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Nab ak 
The structure of the des iderative verb in Nabak appears to be qui t e  
peculiar and the resemb lances to those of other languages are s light . 
The structure is : 22  
Desiderative 
verb 
+ verb stem/root + - s a t  + independent 
verb 
The independent verb is usually manifested by n a - to think , z e - to s ay ,  
m i - t o  do , or - m b e  t o  cause t o  l i k e . The cons truction has the phono­
logical characteristics  of one word . I f  indeed the construction o f  the 
des i de rative verb repre sents a widely divergent deve lopment from a 
proto- form common to the Finisterre -Huon languages ,  then one may hypoth­
esize that the inchoat ive future tense suffixe s were lost on the first 
( dependent ) verb and that the morpheme - s a t  is cognate with the Se lepet 
morpheme s a - to s ay .  
m e t  - s a t  n a - y a  (go - s a t ,  think- ipt . -I ) I wan t to g o .  
m e t  - s a t  n a - n a k  (go - s a t ,  think -ipt . -y ou )  You w a n t  t o  go . 
me t - s a t  n a - 1 u t (go- s a t , think- ipt . -we/y ou/they ( du . » )  
We /y ou/they ( du . ) wan t to go . 
The following utterances are tentative ly analyzed as + verb st em/root + 
s a t  + m i - to do ( in p re sent tense ) :  
Ono 
m e s ap m a p  or me s a b a p  I wan t  to go ( t  + m T pm T b )  
me s a pm i n i k  or me s a p mn i k  You w an t  t o  go ( m i  + n T m n )  
me s a p m i p  You/they ( p l . )  wan t t o  go . 
Data supplied by Rev A .  Flathmann of the Kalasa mis s i on stat ion 
indicat e  that apparently there are at least two desiderat ive con­
s t ruct ions in Ono . The first is  + verb root/stem + noun derived by 
reduplicat ion from r a - t o  s ay + b ene . /cau .  clitic  + s i m i n - ( b . pr . ) ­
( 3s s . m . ) i t  i s  agre e ab l e  t o  s omeone . 
a r t  ra r a - a n e  s i m i n - n an - ma i ke 
go speaking-for agre e ab l e - me - i t ( ipt . )  
I w an t  t o  go 
a r i r a r a - a n e  s i m i n - g a n -m a i k e 
go speaking-for agre eab l e - y ou - i t ( ipt . )  
y ou want t o  go 
The se cond is + we t n e Q  + verb ( fut . )  as in w e t n e Q  a r i a k e  he wan t s  to 
go and w e t n e Q  a r i k e n e  y o u  want to go . The form w e t n e Q  cons ists  of two 
morphemes . The first , w e t ,  as a noun root means insides and occurs 
meaning fe e l ing in the c ompound we t - bo r i k  ( fe e l i ng -bad) s adne s s ,  p i ty .  
The s e c ond is - n e Q  whi ch cannot be i dent i fied but whi ch might b e  equiv­
alent to K§te - z o o  
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Kube 
There are three desiderative construct ions in Kube which involve the 
verb to s ay and all of these constructions are quite s imi lar . In a l l  
of them there are two phonological words of whi ch the latter i s  always 
the verb to do with or without the benefact ive marke rs . The De side rative 
Ve rb I has the structure : + verb ( homo . )  + ze to s ay + wa n - to do . 
k e - ma - n ze w a n - z u a  (go-ing-say ,  do - I ( ipt . » ) I wan t to go . 2 3  
k e - ma - n z e wa n - z a k  (go-ing - s ay ,  do- h e ( ipt . » ) h e  wan ts t o  go . 
De siderative Verb II has the s ame structure as above exc ept that the 
verb to do oc curs with a third p erson singular subj ect marker and 
bene fact ive markers . These latter markers are rendered in the English 
gloss as the subj e c t . The structure is + verb ( homo . )  + ze to s ay + 
wa n - ( b . pr . ) - ( 3s s . m . ) .  
k e - ma - n z e  w a n - n e n - z a k  (go-ing - s ay , do - t o  me - i t ( ipt . » ) 
I want to go . 
k e - ma - n z e wa Q - g e n - z a k  (go-ing - s ay ,  do - to y o u - i t ( ipt . » ) 
y ou want to go . 
De siderat ive Verb III has the same structure as number I I  except that 
the verb to s ay occurs in the homopersonal dependent form . 
k e - ma - n z e - m a  wa n - n e n - z a k  ( go - ing-say - ing, do - to me - i t ( ip t . » ) 
I want to go . 
k e - ma - n ze - ma w a Q - ge n - z a k  ( go - ing-say - ing, do - to y o u - i t ( ip t . » )  
y ou want to go . 
A fourth deside rative construction in Kube involves a noun derived 
from a verb by redup l i cation . Thi s noun occurs in the axi s of the 
Bene fac t i ve/Causal Axi s-re lator Phrase and is followed by the verb to do 
as in the De siderative Verb Types II  and III . 
K�te 
k e Q ke Q - a k  wa n - n e n - z a k  (going-for, do - to me - i t ( ipt . » )  
I want to go . 
Two types of deside rat ive constructions in K�te have been already 
mentioned in the introduction to this se ction ; vi z . ,  ( 1 )  r a - Z Q  e - n a re ­
k a k  ( go-suffi x ,  do - to me-i t ( ipt . »  I wan t t o  go , which i s  the most 
common , and ( 2 )  ra r a - re e - n a re - k a k  ( goi ng-for, do- to me - i t ( ip t . »  I wan t 
to go . One other type o c curs and involves a homopersona1 dependent 
form of the verb to s ay and has the structure + verb ( inch . )  + m u r a  
t o  s ay + e - ( b . pr . ) - ( 3s s . m . ) i t  do e s  t o  s . o . Concord exists  in person 
and number between the bene factive markers and the sub j e c t  markers o f  
the inchoat ive future verb . 
r a - pe m u - r a e - n a r e - k a k  (go - I ( inch . ) , s ay - ing, do- to me - i t ( ipt . » ) 
I wan t  to go . 
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r a - k  m u - r a  e - g a r e - k a k  (go - y o u ( inch . ) , say - i ng, do- to y o u- i t ( ipt . » )  
y o u  w an t  to go . 
Uri 
r a - o k  mu - r a e - k n e - k a k  (go- he ( inch . ) , s ay - ing, do - t o him- i t ( ipt . » ) 
he wan ts to go . 
The de side rat ive verb in Uri has a s t ructure : + verb s t em + - o Q a  + 
t a - t o  do . When the verb t a - is in the immediate past tense the idea 
i s  that of a thwarted des ire or a frust rated purpos e . 
k a - o Q a  t a - Q a t  (go - o Q a , do- he ( ipt . » ) he wan te d to go ( b u t  was 
uns ucce s s fu Z ) . 
k a - o Q a  t a - Q a k  (go - o Q a , do - I ( ipt . » ) I wan t e d  to go ( b u t  was 
uns uc ce s s fu Z ) . 
When the verb t a - occurs in the p res ent tense the idea i s  that of in­
ception of action . 
k a - o Q a  t a - r i k  (go - o Q a , do - I ( p re s . » ) I am a b o u t  to go . '  
k a - o Q a  t a - r a t  (go - o Q a , do- he (pres . » ) h e  i s  ab o u t  t o  go . 
The dependent form o f  this construc tion involves the bene . /cau . 
c l i t i c  - g a t  for and the verb t o - to s ay .  The structure i s  + noun der­
ived from verb + - g a t  + n i Q  Z i k e  + t O Q a  s ay i ng + indep . verb . 
g u u  g a g a a p - g a t  a b a - r i k  
y ou s e e ing y ou-fo r  thus say-ing come -I (pres . )  
I came wanting to s e e  y o u . 
g u u  n a n a a k - g a t n i Q  t o - Q a  a b a - r i k  
y o u  know Z e dge - fo r  thus s ay - ing come - I ( pre s . )  
I c ame wanting y o u  to know.  
Kewieng 
The only form for the des iderati ve which was obtained in the Kewieng 
language involves the bene . /cau .  c l i t i c  - d o  fo r .  The structure i s  
+ verb stem/root + - d o  + n a n d i - to think or a - to do . When the verb a ­
oc curs , the total construction tends to have the phonologi cal character­
i s t i c s  o f  a s ingle word , but with the verb n a n d i - there are two phono­
logi cal words , the first ending with the clitic  - d o . 
kok - d o n a n d i - z a t  (go-for, thin k - I ( pres . » ) I wan t to go . 
k o k - d o  n a n d i - z a l (go -for, think - y ou ( pres . » ) y ou wan t to go . 
kok - d o - a - z a t  (go -for-do - I (pres . » ) I want to g o .  
ko k - d o - a - z a l o r  k o k - d A - z a l  (go-for-do - y ou (pre s . » ) y o u  w an t  t o  g o .  
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Wantoat 
In his analysis  of Wantoat Verb Morphology , Davis ( 1 9 6 4 : 1 6 2 )  note d  
the oc currence of a morpheme - n a g e  whi ch denote s  ' sub j unct ive o f  
de s i rab ility ' .  A s igni ficant feature of this morpheme i s  that i t  may 
occur as the last morpheme of the verb and signal a ' dependent c lause 
construction of purpos e ,  conditional des ire , or non-condit ional ( stative ) 
des i re ' .  In this latter usage the form i s  followed by an independent 
verb . Moreove r ,  Davi s ( 1 9 6 4 : 1 6 4 ) stated that a transition vowel i 
oc curs between - n a g e  and any higher order suffi x .  These phenomena , 
p lus the pos s ib ility of dividing - n a g e into constituent morphemes ,  
suggest that - n a g e  may in fact have historical connections with the 
des iderative phrase . The writer suggests the following structure : 
+ verb in lp inch . + - g e  for + independent verb . One may note that the 
resulting cons truction has the phonological characterist i c s  of a s ingle 
word . Note that the construc tion involving an inchoat ive future verb 
in the first person plus the bene . /c au .  clitic  oc curs in Se lepet : the 
only structural di fference being that in Se lepet there is concord 
between the nu�ber o f  the inchoati ve verb and the independent verb but 
in Wantoat the inchoative verb only oc curs in first person plural . The 
o ccurrence of the trans it ion vowe l i is evidence for positing an 
independent verb in the structure . What the independent verb may have 
been is not c lear alt hough it may be conj e ctured that the i repre sents 
an allomorph of the form y u - to remain,  b e . 2 4  When the independent 
verb is some verb other than i there are two phonologi cal words , the 
former ending with the b ene . /cau . c l i t i c  - g e  and being dependent upon 
the latter,  i . e . , independent verb . 
Rawa 
In the pre liminary analys i s  of Rawa verb morpho logy , the Claassens 
( 19 6 8 )  list a morpheme -we ro ' intentional ' whi ch does not occur with 
higher order suffi xes . The morpheme i s  s imi lar to the morpheme - n a g e  in 
Wantoat when the latter occurs as a dependent form . The writer sugge sts 
that the Rawa morpheme -we ro probab ly repre sents a fus ion o f  the ls 
inchoative future morpheme with the homopersonal dependent form o f  the 
verb e - t o  s ay .  The sugge sted structure is + verb + - we ( ls inch . ) + 
e - r o say- ing + dependent/independent verb . The verb + -we + e r o oc curs 
with the phonologi cal charac teri s t i c s  of a single word and the adj acent 
e vowe ls reduce to a s ingle e .  Concord does not oc cur between the 
number expre ssed in the inchoat ive verb and the number expre s s e d  in the 
following dependent or independent verb . 
y u r e - we e - ro a m b u - t e  (ki l l  them- I ( inch . ) ,  s a y - ing, came - h e ( ipt . » ) 
he came i n t ending to ki l l  them.  
y u r e - w e  e - r o a m b u - t e r o ( k i l l  them-I ( in ch . ) , s ay - ing came -we ( du . )  
( ipt . ) )  we ( du . ) came inte nding to k i l l  them . 
Kovai 
The conc ept of desire or intent ion in Kovai i s  expre s s ed by the 
lexi con rather than the grammar .  
10 .4  B o u n d  o b j e c t  a n d  b e n e fa c t i v e m a r k e r s 
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The se markers include those obj e c t -marking affixes whi ch o c cur as 
part of the t rans it ive verb stem mani fe sted in the verb nuc leus and the 
bene fact ive marking suffi xes whi ch occur in the benefactive tagmeme 
immediately fo llowing the verb nuc leus . 
A c ompari son o f  these markers c learly shows the genet i c  re lat ionship 
of the repre sentative languages ,  although it i s  nece s s ary t o  compare 
whole p aradigms in order to rec ognize the re lat ionship . Most of the 
languages evidence bound obj ect marker allomorphs and all the transit ive 
verb roots of the se languages may be divided into sub clas ses on the 
basis of thei r  o c currence with a p art i cular paradigm of allomorphs of the 
the obj e ct marker . For example , in Se lepet there are three paradigms 
of obj ect marker al lomorphs . The first person singular al lomorphs are 
- n e k  ' sub class one ' , - n i h i  ' s ub class two ' and - n o h o  ' sub class three ' 
( see  McElhanon , 1 9 7 2 : 38-40 , for a detailed treatment of these ) .  
Examples of subc las s one verb roots are : g a i - n e k - s a p  ( cut-me -h e ( ipt . ) ) ,  
h e  cut me , m e - n e k - s a p  ( h o ld-me - h e ( ipt . ) ) h e  he l d  m e ,  k a t - n e k - s a p  
(put-me - h e ( ipt . ) ) h e  di smi s s e d  me . Examples o f  subc lass two verb roots 
are : mewa l e - n i h i - a p  (defraud-me - h e ( ipt . ) ) h e  defraude d m e ,  m a b o t � n i h i -
a p  ( awai t-me - h e ( ipt . ) ) h e  awai t e d  me , p e n e - n i h i - a p  (join- m e - h e ( ipt . ) ) 
he joine d me . Examples of subc lass three verb roots are : t a n - n o h o - a p  
( b on e - me - h e ( ipt . ) ) h e  h e lped m e ,  k a l a p - n o k o - a p  ( fire -me- h e ( ip t . ) )  h e  
arous e d  me , k a d a t - n o h o - a p  (back-me - h e ( ipt . ) ) h e  turne d h i 8  back on me . 
In s ome of the languages these obj ect marker allomorphs are mainly 
suffixal ( e . g . , Selepet ) while in others they are mainly pre fixal 
( e . g . , Wantoat ) .  In a number of languages neither the suffi xal nor the 
pre fi xal forms appear to predominate ( e . g . , Nabak ) . In general the 
Huon Peninsula language s show a predominance of suffi xal forms whi le 
the Finisterre languages show a predominance of p re fi xal forms . 
In many o f  the languages one or more of the verb sub c l as s e s  c on­
tain a verb root morpheme repre sented b y  zero and these roots are dis­
t ingui shed b y  the obj ect marker allomorph . Thus , in Se lepet the 
relevant forms are � - n e k - s a p  ( 8 e e - m e - h e ( ipt . ) ) h e  8 aw me, � - n i h i - a p  
(give/b i te-me - h e ( ipt . ) ) h e  gave i t  t o  m e  o r  i t  b i t  m e ,  and �- n o h o - a p  
(hi t-m e - h e ( ipt . ) ) h e  h i t  me . Thi s  phenomenon i s  most deve loped in the 
Huon Peninsula group , particularly in the Ono language . In the 
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Finisterre group , the phenomenon has importance i n  the diachron i c  study . 
Various synchroni c  studies ( e . g . , Wantoat by Davis ( 19 6 11 ) , Uri b y  Webb 
( 19 6 7 ) and Rawa by the Claas sens ( 1 9 6 8 )  have not noted the possible 
o ccurrence o f  any verb root zero morpheme . 
For most of these languages a basic numb e r  of verb root s are usually 
found to represent all of the obj ect marker allomorphs .  These verb 
roots are those meaning to h i t /ki L L  s omeone , to give to s omeone , and 
to s e e  someone . In some synchronic studies ( Davis , 1 9 6 4 ;  the Claas sens , 
1 96 8 ;  and Webb , 1 9 6 7 ) these verb root s are described as being the lone 
memb e rs of individual verb classes while in others ( Pilho fer , 1 9 2 6 -2 7 ,  
1 9 3 3 ; Wacke , 1 9 3 0 - 3 1 ) they are described as obj ect verb s .  Other 
transit ive verb roots whi ch are also import ant to various languages are 
those for to b i t e ,  to burn ,  to caus e s omeone to do s ome thing, to chas e ,  
t o  cop u L a t e ,  t o  cu t ,  t o  h o Ld, t o  name , t o  pass b y ,  t o  p u t ,  t o  s ho o t ,  to 
s how, to take s ome thing away , and t o  te L L .  As would be e xpected there 
is a great diversity among the languages regarding the numbe r  of allo­
morphi c sub classes of the obj ect markers , ranging from a s ingle class 
in Wantoat to several sub classes in Ono . 
A comparison of the allomorphic sub c las ses of one language with the 
verb root s of another language yields evidence for forming a hypothesis 
e xplaining this diversity in the numbe r  of allomorphic sub c lasses of 
the obj ect markers . It has been noted that for many of these languages 
it is neces sary to posit a zero morpheme for one verb root with each 
allomorphi c sub c las s .  This phenomenon is most deve loped among the 
Huon Peninsula language s ,  part icularly so in the Ono language which has 
the largest number of allomorphi c sub classe s .  Data are complete in 
only four of the diagnost i c  verbs given above , vi z . , to b i t e ,  to gi v e ,  
to h i t  and t o  s e e . The comparison of the various allomorphi c sub ­
c lasses with the verb roots reveals that the forms are intricately 
related and that these re lat ionships extend throughout the Fini sterre­
Huon languages and perhaps into other phyla as we ll ( see McElhanon and 
Voorhoeve , 1 9 7 0 : 9 4- 7 ) . A definit ive statement will there fore have to 
await further study . In the following data one may posit that for each 
of the allomorphi c  sub c lasses of the obj ect marker in Ono there i s  one 
verb root represented by a zero morpheme . 
S l . 
Nb . 
Ono 
Kb . 
Kt . 
Uri 
Kw . 
Wn . 
Rw . 
Kv . 
Sl . 
Nb . 
Ono 
Kb . 
Kt . 
Uri 
Kw . 
Wn . 
Rw . 
Kv . 
S l . 
Nb . 
Ono 
Kb . 
Kt . 
Uri 
Kw . 
Wn . 
Rw . 
Kv . 
Table H :  to hit 
ls 2s 3s 
n o h o  goho ku 
n o  go k u  
n e k u  g e k u  k pe 
n u  g u  k p e  
n u  g u  k p a  
n u k  g u k  u k  
n A k  g A k  a l) a k  
n a n u  g a g u  t a l) U  
n u t a  g u t a  u t a  
g o n  g o g  o 
ld 
n o t k o 
n n d o  
I) e t k u  
n u  r u  
n a fo 
I n d  I f  
n l n d A p 
n I s I 
y u t S  
g o l t  
2d 
y o t ko 
I t d o  
I) l t k u  
u r u 
I) o f a  
s i d  I f 
d a s l 
3d lp 
y o t ko n o n g o  
I t d o  n d o  
e t k u  I) e n g u  
u r u n u n u  
y o f a  n a po 
I d l f  I n d l f  
Y A k  n l n d A p  
y e s l  n i s i  
( s ame as l d )  
g O l) e t g o y o t  go l n  
Table I :  to see 
ls 
n e k  
n I k 
n a n  
n T n  
2 s  
g e k  
g l k  
g a n  
g T n  
3s 
e k  
e k  
k a  
k a n  
l d  
n e l e k 
n n d l k  
I) o t  
n I r i  I 
h o n e - h o n e - h o n e - h o n e -
n u  g u  � n a fo 
n a a b  g a a b  k a  
n a m d A  g a m d A  k o  
n a d u  g a d u  k a  
n I I b 
n l md A  
n l d u 
n e y a  g e y a  k e n o  y e y a  
a m a l - a m a l - a n e  
n e  g e  
a ma l ­
t e  
2d 3d lp 
y e l e k y e l e k n e n e k  
I t d l k  I t d l k  n d l k  
I) u t  o t  I) o n  
I r I I I r I I n I n I I 
h o n e ­
I) o f a  
s a a b  
h o n e ­
y o f a  
y a a b  
h o n e ­
n a po 
n I I b 
d a m d A  d a m d A  n l m d A  
d a d u  k a  n l d u 
( same as l d )  
a ma l ­
I) e t e  
a m a l - a ma l -
y e t e  I n y e  
Table J :  t o  bite 
ls 2s 3s 
n l h l  g l h l  I h l  
n I 9 I 
n l r o t  g l r o t  k l  
n I 9 I k I 
k l k n u  k l k g u  k l  
n I 9 I s I 
ld 
n i t  k I 
n n d l 
I) e t o t  
n I r I 
k l k ­
n a fo 
I n d  I 
2d 3d lp 
y l t k l  y l t k l  n l n g l  
l t d I 
I) l t o t  
I r I 
k l k ­
I) o f a  
s i d  I 
I t d  I 
e t o t  
I r I 
k l k ­
y o f a  
I d I 
n d  I 
I) e d o t  
n I n I 
k l k ­
n a p a  
I n d  I 
I n z l  ( other forms were not elicited 
sat i s factorily ) 
n a s i g a s l l s i  
n a k l g a k l k l  
l I n e  I l ge l I e 
n I s I 
y a k l 
I I t e  
d a s l y e s l n i s i  
I 1 -
I) e t e  
( same a s  l d )  
1 1 -
y e t e  
I I ­
I n ye 
2p 3p 
y o n g o  y o n g o  
I n d o  I n d o  
I) l n g u  e n g u  
u n u  u n u  
I) o p a  y o p a  
s l d l f  I d l f  
d A k Y A k  
d a s l y e s l 
g O l) o n  g o y o l)  
2p 3p 
y e k  y e k  
I n d l k I n d l k  
I) u n  o n  
I n I I I n I I 
h o n e ­
I) o p a  
s a a b  
h o n e ­
y o p a  
y a a b  
d a m d A  d a m d A  
d a d u  k a  
a m a l - a m a l -
I) e n e  y e n e  
2p 3p 
y l n g l  y l n g l  
I n d  I 
I) l d o t  
I n I 
k l k ­
I) o p a  
s i d  I 
d a s l 
1 1 -
I) e n e  
I n d  I 
e d o t  
I n I 
k l k ­
y o p a  
I d I 
y e s l 
1 1 -
y e l) e  
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Table K :  to give with the benefactive - markers given be low 
1s 2s 3s 1d 2d 3d 1p 2p 3p 
3l . n l h l  9 I h I w a l)  n I t k  I Y I t k  I y l t k l  n I n g  I y l n g l  y I n g  I 
n i h  I 9 I h I w a g l n l t k l  y I t k  I y l t k l  n l n g l  y l n g l  y I n g  I 
Nb . n a  g a  s a  n n d a  I t d a  I t d a  n d a  I n d a  I n d a  
n a  g a  p a  n n d a  I t  d a  I t d a  n d a  I n d a  I n d a  
Ono n I n g i n  m a n  I) e p o n  I) l pon epon I) e b o n  I) l b o n  e b o n  
( b . pr .  are ident i c a l )  
Kb . n l m  g l m  m l  n I r I - I r i p  I I r i p  I n l n l - I n i p  I I n i p  I 
p i  p i  
( b . pr .  are ident ical ) 
Kt . n a r e g a r e r a k n e  n a k t e  I) a k t e  y a k t e  n a r e I) a r e y a r e 
n a r e g a r e k n e  n a k t e  I) a k t e  y a k t e  n a re I) a r e y a  r e  
Uri n a a m g a a m  a m  n i l m s a a m  1 m  n I 1 m  s a a m  1 m  
n a a  g a a  I) a  n I 1 m  s a a m  y a m  n I 1 m  s a a m y a m  
Kw . n am l  g a m l a m i  n I m l  d a m l  yom l n l m l d a m l  y o m l 
( b . pr .  are identi cal ) 
Wn . n a m u  g a m u  I m u n i m u d a m u  yemu  n i m u d a m u  y e mu 
I) a m u  g a mu I)amu n i mu d a m u  y amu n l m u  d a mu y am u  
Rw . n u n a  g u n a  I n a  y u n a  ( same as Id)  
( b . pr .  are identical ) 
Kv . t a n e  t a g e  t a - t a l t e t a - t a - t a - t a - t a -
t i n e I) e t e  y a t e  I n y e  I) a n e  y a l) e  
( Benefact ive markers could not be e l i c ited satis factorily . )  
A c omparison of the various b ound obj e ct marker allomorphs reveals 
two significant feature s . Firs t ly , for many of the languages the bound 
obj e c t  marker allomorphs which occur with a zero verb root show cognate 
forms throughout many of the obj ect marker paradigms . Compare , for 
example , the obj ect marker allomorphs occurring with the verb t o  b i t e  
in Selepet , Nabak , Kube and Uri . Se condly and equally significant i s  
the fact that the third person singular obj e ct marker i n  one o r  more 
languages is often cognate with the verb root morphemes in other lan­
guage s . Note that the third person singular form in Ono and Kube i s  
k l  and that this form is  the same as the root morpheme i n  Rawa and 
K�te . It is important to not e that the K�te b ound obj ect markers oc cur­
ring with k l  are suffixes but in Rawa they are prefixes . This should 
c aution anyone in using prefixal or suffixal obj ect markers as a heavily 
weighted t ypologically contrast ive feature . It is  premature to st ate 
whether or not the proto-form of k l  represents the root for t o  b i t e  in 
the Finisterre-Huon languages .  One hypothesis is  that the verb to b i te 
as well as many other verbs were represented in the proto-language b y  
zero morphemes . 25 The se zero morpheme verb roots were then distinguish­
ed by the allomorphic sub clas se s  of the bound obj e ct marker . In  the 
historical development of these languages the third person singular 
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allomorph o f  the obj ect marker of the proto-language became the verb 
root in later stages of development , and to thi s verb root were affixed 
the obj ect marker allomorphs of another subclass . By this method the 
numbe r  of allomorphi c  sub classes of the obj ect marker were reduced . 
In support of this hypothes i s  a number of ob servation s  may b e  given . 
The allomorphs of the third person singular obj e c t  marker o f  the 
Ono language are often apparently cognate with the verb root morphemes 
of other languages .  This may indic at e  that the Ono language pre serve s 
more archaic forms than most other language s . I t  has already been 
noted that both Rawa and K�te have a verb root k i  t o  b i t e  whi ch is 
apparent ly cognat e with the third person singular allomorph k i  of the 
obj ect marker in Ono . 
For the verb t o  B e e  the third pe rson s ingular forms in Selepet , Ono , 
Kube , Uri , Kewieng and Want oat are recognizable as apparent cognates .  
The Se lepet and Nabak forms evidence a met athes i s  o f  vowel and consonant . 
Another apparently unre lated s e ries i s  found in K�te , Rawa and Kovai . 
The root in K�te i s  h o n e  and apparent ly cognate forms are found in the 
Rawa third person singular form k e n o  ( vowel metathe s i s ) and in the Kovai 
third person singular form a n e . 
In the series given for t o  h i t  the third person singular forms in 
Se lepet , Nabak , Ono , Kub e ,  K�te and Uri are apparent ly cognate . 26 In 
Rawa the obj ect markers nu ' first per son s ingular ' ,  gu ' se cond person 
singular ' ,  and u ' third person s ingular ' were prefixed to the form t a  
t o  h i t  whi ch i s  cognate with the third person obj ect marker i n  Wantoat . 
Not e , too , that in Wantoat an irregularity oc curs in which the ent i re 
singular obj e c t  marker series n u - , g u - , Q U - were pre fixed by another 
series n a - , g a - , t a  rather than j ust the third person singular obj e c t  
marker allomorph b eing prefixed by another series a s  i s  usually the 
case ( cf .  the Ono third pers on s ingular form k i  b i t e  i t  which is cognat e 
with the Rawa root k i  to which i s  pre fixed the series n a ,  g a  etc . ) . 
One could have expected the Want oat forms t o  be something like n a - k u , 
g a - k u  and t a - k u  or i - k u  rather than n a - n u , g a - g u , t a - Q u . 2 7 
The data in hand are most complete for the Huon Peninsula languages 
and a comparison of Ono and Se lepet forms clearly i llus trate thi s  
hypothe si s .  
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to h o l d  
ls 
2s 
3s  
ld 
2d 
3d 
lp 
2p 
3p  
to copu l a te 
ls 
2s 
3s 
ld 
2d 
3d 
lp 
2p 
3p 
Ono 
n e u -
g e u -
m a -
I) e p u ­
I) l p u -
e p u ­
I) e b u ­
I) l b u ­
e b u -
Ono 
n e i t ­
g e i t ­
g l t ­
I) e k l t -
I) I k i t ­
e k i t ­
I) e g i t ­
I) i g i t ­
e g i t -
Selepet 
me - n e k  
me - g e k  
m e - �  
m e - n e l e k 
me - y e l e k 
m e - y e l e k 
m e - n e n e k  
m e - y e k  
m e - y e k  
Selepet 
h e t - n e k  
h e t - g e k  
h e t -� 
h e t - n e l e k  
h e t - y e l e k 
h e t - y e l e k 
h e t - n e n e k  
h e t - y e k  
h e t - y e k  
t o  b urn 
ls 
2 s  
3 6  
ld 
2d 
3d 
lp 
2p 
3p 
to s h o o t  
l s  
2s 
3s 
ld 
2d 
3d 
lp 
2p 
3p 
Ono Selepet 
n a e - s e - n e k  
g a e - s e - g e k  
d z e - s e -� 
I) e s o - s e - n e l e k  
I) i s o - s e - ye l e k 
e s o - s e - y e l e k 
I) e d z o - s e - n e n e k  
I) i d z o - s e - y e k  
e d z o - s e - y e k  
Ono Selepet 
n a t o - y e r S - n e k  
g a t o - y e r S - g e k  
y a t o - y e r S - �  
I) e ko t a t - y e r S - n e l e k 
I) i ko t a t - y e r S - ye l e k  
e ko t a t - y e r S - ye l e k 
I) e g o t a t - y e r S - n e n e k  
I) i g o t a t - y e r S - y e k  
e g o t a t - y e r S - y e k  
I n  each of the allomorphic subc lass e s  of the obj e c t  marker i n  Ono the 
third person s ingular form is cognate with the Selepet verb root to 
which Se lepet subclass I b ound obj e c t  marker al lomorphs were suffixed .  
By such a process the result ant verb morphology i n  the Se lepet language 
was s implified . 
D .  Davis ( p ersonal communication ) reports that the word for to cop­
u l a t e  in Want oat is y e s i - and that it has the sense of in immora l i ty 
or a du l t ery . It i s  possible to divide this word into const ituent 
morpheme s y e - s l ( third person dual-plural obj ect marker- to copu l a t e ) to 
copu l a t e  w i t h  many p artners in which the root s i  i s  apparently cognate 
with Ono g i t  and Selepet h e t .  Note that the root in the Burum language 
( closely relat ed to Se lepet ) is s e t . 
A few other examp les whi ch apparent ly support this hypothes i s  have 
been observed . The Uri forms for to put s omeone are n i p m - ' ls ' , g i pm ­
' 2 s ' , k a m - ' 3s ' , i n d i pm - ' ld-p ' , s i pm - ' 2d-p ' and I pm - ' 3d-p ' . The 
third person singular form kam - is apparently cognate with the Selepet 
root k a t - to whi ch sub c lass I bound obj ect marker allomorphs were suf­
fixed as in k a t - n e k  put-me,  k a t - g e k  put- you,  k a t - � put - i t ,  k a t - n e l e k  
p u t - u s ( du . ) , e t c . 
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The Wantoat root for t o  chase s omeone i s  wa t o  which obj ect pronoun 
pre fixes are added to form n a - w a  m e - chas e ,  g a - w a  y o u  chas e ,  t a -w a  him­
chas e ,  n i - w a  us ( du . -pl . ) - chase , et c .  In Nabak the root is  mat to which 
pre fixes were added as in n a - m a t  me- chas e ,  g a - m a t  y o u - ch as e ,  �-m a t  him­
chas e ,  n n d a - m a t  us ( du . ) -chas e ,  e t c . In Selepet the root i s  w a t - to 
which suffixes are added as in wa t - n e k  chas e -m e ,  w a t - g e k  chas e - y ou, 
w a t - �  chas e - him,  wa t - n e l e k chas e - us ( du . ) ,  e t c . According to the hy­
pothe s i s  one would expect to find a third person singular form simi lar 
to wa t or m a t , and perhaps this form is  refle cted in the Ono third 
p erson singular form m o t a t - chase h im .  
Another signi ficant feature of b ound obj e ct marker morphology whi ch 
should be not ed is the s imilarity between the obj ect marker allomorphs 
occurring with the verb to give someone and the benefact ive markers . 
Because of this similarity and b ecause the benefactive tagmeme immedi­
ate ly follows the verb root in all languages thus far studied , one may 
posit that the benefactive markers have their origin in a verb al com­
pound whi ch involved the verb to give s omeone as the se cond element o f  
the compound . It i s  also s ignificant that the phenomenon o f  a third 
person obj ect marker allomorph being cognate with verb roots in other 
language s has not been ob served with the verb to give s omeon e . This 
may b e  due to the fact that some sort of stability resulted from the 
presence of the nearly identi cal forms of the bene factive markers . The 
obj e c t  marker al lomorphs of the verb s  to h i t ,  to s e e  and others did not 
have this added factor leading to s t ab i lity . 
A feature of the second p erson singular b ound obj e c t  markers which 
has been ob served in Rawa and Selepet concerns the oc currence of 
morphophonemic variant s .  This phenomenon may be i l lustrated b y  the 
fol lowing Selepet data . 
The Selepet se cond person singular allomorph of the bound obj ect 
marker is  { - g e k }  whi ch has two common morphophonemic variant s :  - g e k  
which oc curs following stops and - h e k  which occurs following vowels . 
Thes e  forms oc cur in ac cordance with morphophonemic rules which app ly 
to every morpheme which begins with a voi ced stop phoneme or ends with 
a voiceless stop phoneme ; viz . ,  that morpheme init ial voiced stop 
phoneme s or morpheme final voiceless  stop phonemes are replaced by the 
flat fric ative phoneme s at the corresponding point of art iculat ion i f  
the morpheme is pre ceded o r  followed by a vowe l .  
a l i t - g e k - s a p  ( cover-you- h e ( ipt . ) )  h e  covere d y o u  
k u w i k - g e k - s a p  ( s t raighten-you- h e ( ipt . ) )  h e  s traig h t e n e d  y ou o u t  
g a i - h e k - s a p  ( cu t - y ou - h e ( ipt . ) )  h e  c u t  y o u  
h e k u - h e k - s a p  ( b i nd- y o u - h e ( ipt . ) )  h e  b o un d  y o u  
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When this morpheme follows a verb root ending in the vowel e ,  how­
eve r ,  the expe cted vari ant - h e k  does not occur . Rather the form - g e k  
oc curs as in : 
s e - g e k - s a p  [ s e Q g e k s a P ]  ( b urn-you-he ( ipt . ) )  he burned y o u  
me - g e k - s a p  [ m e Q g e k s a P ]  ( h o ld-y o u - h e ( ipt . ) ) h e  he l d  y o u  
n e - g e k - s a p  [ �e Q g e k s a P ]  ( e at-you-he ( ipt . ) ) h e  wi l l  e a t  y ou 
This phenomenon has also been reported in Rawa by the Claas sens 
( 19 6 8 : 4 )  who s t at e  that the second person s ingular bound obj ect marker 
morpheme - g e r a  has an allomorph - Q g e r a which ' follows the vowe l e .  
d o b i - g e r a - t e  ( pinch-you- h e ( ipt . ) ) he pinched y o u  
g a n a - g e r a - t e  ( de ce i v e - y ou - h e ( ipt . ) )  he de ceived y o u  
e r ewe - Q g e r a - t e  ( s e e k -y o u - h e ( ipt . ) )  h e  s o ug h t  y ou 
s u r e - Q g e r a - t e  ( s end- y ou-he ( ipt . ) )  he s e n t  you 
One would not e xpect this phenomenon to appear in Want oat or Uri 
s ince neither of these languages have bound obj ect-marking suffixe s . 
Further data are needed before one c an say whether or not the phenomenon 
is pre sent in Kewieng or Kovai . It apparent ly does not occur in Ono , 
Nabak or K�t e . 
10 . 5  Re f l e x i v e / r e c i p ro c a l  b o u n d  o b j e c t  m a r k e r s 
A characteri s t i c  of these language s is the occurrence of bound 
refle xive/re c iprocal obj ect markers which frequently exhib it sub c lass 
membership with the bound obj e ct marker sub clas ses . For instanc e , in 
Se lepet the reflexive/rec iprocal markers - a k , - a g i and - a h o  oc cur in 
sub c lass I ,  I I  and I I I  obj e ct marke r sub c las ses respec t ively . The form 
- a g i general ly occurs as the benefactive re flexive/reciprocal obj e ct 
marker . 
Sub c las s I 
g a i - n e k - s a p  ( aut-me - h e ( ipt . ) )  he cut me 
g a i - a k - s a p  ( cu t - on e s e lf- h e ( ipt . ) )  he aut hims e lf 
g a i - a k - s a n  ( cu t - on e s e lf- I ( ipt . ) )  I cut my s e lf 
Sub c lass I I  
¢ - n i h i - a i  ( gi v e - m e - they ( ipt . ) )  t h e y  gave i t  t o  m e  
¢ - a g i - a i  ( gi v e - on e s e lf- t h ey ( ipt . ) )  t h e y  gave to o n e  ano t h e r ,  
they e xchanged 
k a t - n i h i - a i  ( p u t - for-me - they ( ip t . ) )  they p u t  i t  for me 
k a t - a g i - a i  ( p u t - fo r  one s e lf- they ( ipt . ) )  t h ey p u t  it for 
thems e l ve s ,  they p u t  i t  for one ano t h e r  
Sub c lass III 
¢- k u - a i ( hi t - him- they ( ipt . ) )  they h i t  him 
¢- a h o - a i  ( h i t- one s e l f- they ( ipt . ) )  they hit one an o t h e r ,  
t h e y  fo ught 
t a n - g u - a i ( h e lp - h im- they ( ipt . ) ) they h e lp e d  him 
t a n - a h o - a i ( he lp- one s e lf- they ( ipt . ) )  they he lped one ano t h e r  
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In most of the other languages of the western Huon Peninsula this 
feature i s  less deve lope d ,  and it is  totally ab sent among the languages 
of the eastern Huon Peninsula . Evidence for the phenomenon oc curring 
in other languages here compared varies and a summary for each of the se 
other languages fol lows . 
Nabak . One form ( cognate with Se lepet sub c lass I form , - a k )  funct ions 
as a bound reflexive/re ciprocal obj e ct marker .  I n  the fol lowing e xam­
ples note the form - a k  ones e lf .  
¢- g i k - a p  ( s e e - you - I ( pre s . ) )  I s e e  y o u  
¢- a k - a p  ( s e e - one s e lf- I ( pres . ) )  I s e e  mys e lf 
¢ - n i k - i p  ( s e e-me - t he y ( pres . ) )  they s e e  m e  
¢ - a k - I p  ( s e e - o n e s e lf- th e y ( pres . ) )  they s e e  thems e l v e s  
The Selepet reflexive/reciprocal form - a g i ( sub class I I )  has an 
apparent cognate e lement in the Nabak word a e Q  k p a e m  exchange as in the 
construct ion a e Q  k p a e m m i - to exchange ( lit . to h o l d  an exchange ) .  
The Selepet reflexive/re c iprocal form - a h o  ( sub class I I I )  has an 
apparent cognate in the Nabak verb a u - to fi g h t  as in a u -we I i n  we ( du . ) 
fo ugh t and a u - w u n  y ou/they ( du . ) fough t .  The form a u  has not been ob­
served in other const ructions so is tentatively regarded as a verb root . 
Ono . The Ono language evidences the large st number of obj ect marker 
sub clas s e s  and for many of these sub c lasses there is a reflexive/ 
reciprocal form ( see Wacke , 19 30-31 : 179-1 80 ) . 
A form cognate with the Se lepet - a k  i s  found in the Ono forms ¢- a e k ­
ke -we ( s e e - one s e l f-hab . -I ( inch . ) )  I wi l l  s e e  my s e l f, ¢ - k a - n om ( s e e - i t ­
y ou ( inch . ) )  l o o k  a t  i t , and ¢ - a e k - n om ( s e e - on e s e l f- y o u ( inch . ) )  l o o k  a t  
y ours e l f. For other verb s of this sub c las s , howeve r ,  another reflex­
ive form - n a g u  occurs as in k p e s i Q - n a n - m a i k e ( he lp-me - h e ( pres . ) )  h e  
h e lps me and k p e s i Q - n a g u - ma i ke ( h e lp-ones e lf- h e ( pre s . ) )  h e  h e lps h im ­
s e lf· 
The Ono re flexive/rec iprocal form - y a k u  belongs t o  the sub c lass of 
verb s  of which the form to h i t  is cognate with the Se lepet sub class I I I  
form - a h o .  
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¢ - n e k u - m a i k e ( hi t -m e - h e ( pres . »  h e  h i t s  m e  
¢- y a k u - m a i k e ( h i t - on e s e l f- h e ( pres . »  he h i ts hims e lf 
¢- y a k u - ma i l e ( h i t - one s e lf-I ( pre s . »  I h i t  my s e lf 
Other reciprocal forms in Ono are : a u  which oc curs with the verb t o  te l l  
as in n o l a t - m i t ( te l l me- they ( ipt . »  they to l d  me and a u - m i t  ( t e l l  one 
an o t h er - t h e y ( ipt . »  they told e ach o t h e r ; a i  as in n i ro t - m i t ( b i te me­
they ( ipt . »  they bit me and a i r o t - m i t ( b i te one another- they ( ipt . »  
they b i t  one ano ther; y a i as in n e i t - m i t ( copu l a t e  m e - they ( ipt . »  t h e y  
had i n t e rcourse wi th m e  and y a i - m i t ( copu l a t e  o n e  ano ther-they ( ipt . »  
they had in tercourse w i t h  one ano t h e r .  
Kube . Three re fle xive/reciprocal bound obj e ct marker al lomorphs have 
been observed in Kube , the first oc curring with the verb to s e e , the 
second with the verb to give s . o . and the third with the verb to h i t .  
¢ - g e n - z u a  ( s e e - y ou-I ( ip t . »  I s e e  y o u  
¢- a Q e n - z u a  ( s e e - on e s e l f- I ( ipt . » I s e e  myse lf 
¢- a Q e n - n a  ( s e e - on e s e lf-y o u ( inch . »  you look at y ours e lfl 
¢ - n on - g i k  ( gi v e - t o  me - they ( rpt . »  they gave it to me 
¢ - a m u - g i k  ( gi v e - t o  onese lf- they ( rpt . »  they e xchange d thin gs 
¢ - n u - z o u  ( h i t - me- they ( ipt . »  they h i t  me 
¢- e u - z o u  ( hi t - o n e s e lf- th e y ( ipt . »  they h i t  one an other,  they figh t 
¢ - g u - z a k  ( hi t-you-he ( ipt . »  he h i t  y o u  
¢- e u - z a k  ( hi t - o n e s e l f- h e ( ipt . »  he h i t  hims e lf 
¢ - e u - z a u  ( hi t- one s e lf- I ( ipt . »  I h i t  my se lf 
Uri . Webb has described a morpheme { - a n }  - a n  � - n  which immediat e ly 
fol lows the verb stem and which expre s s e s  intensification of the sub ­
j e ct ,  e . g . , I my s e l f, y o u  yours e lf, o r  reflexive benefaction , for one ­
s e lf. Because this , morpheme is mutually exclus ive in occurrence with 
the bound obj ect pronouns as de scribed by Webb and because it appears 
to occur in the same tagmeme as these bound obj e ct pronouns , it may be 
regarded as the only surviving reflexive/re ciprocal bound obj e ct marker 
in Uri . 
Kewieng . Data are quit e limited in this language and the only forms 
ident i fied are e m a k  figh t ,  a noun , and w a m a Q - to fi gh t ,  a verb . No 
relation is  demonstrab le between these forms and the pronouns o ccurring 
with the verbs to h i t ,  to s e e ,  to give s omeone or other verb s .  
Wanto at . For Wantoat, Davis report s a noun a m a k  fi g h t  whi ch occurs with 
verbal suffixe s as a verb root : a m a - k i n g they fough t ,  a m a k - g a k  h e  fig h ts 
and a m a k - g a t  I fi gh t .  This morpheme i s  apparent ly cognate with the 
Kewieng morpheme e m a k  fi g h t  but any relat ionship it bears to the posited 
reflexi ve/rec iprocal obj e ct marker of Uri or to those of the Huon 
Peninsula languages must be indeed remote . 
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Rawa and Kovai . No evidence of r e flexive/reciprocal obj ect markers has 
been found to date . 
1 0 . 6  V e rb a l p r e f i x e s  
Verbal prefixes are uncommon in the Finisterre-Huon languages and 
many of the prefixes reported for various languages may be interpreted 
as preposed clitics or adverbs , or may be shown to be the result of 
compounding . 
For Wantoat , Davis pos i t s  three pre fixal tagmeme s . The t agmeme 
closest to the root manifests the obj e c t -marking prefixes which the 
present writer pre fers to regard as part of a t ransit ive verb stem 
fi lling a verbal nuc leus . Two of the remaining five prefixes are forms 
of the negat i ve , ma - and d o - , of which the former shows cognates through­
out the Finisterre-Huon languages in which these cognate forms have been 
interpreted as adverb s . 
A causat ive prefix has often been indicated for K�te but the morpheme 
is identical to the verb root to do and there fore may be interpreted as 
the first element of a c ompound . In those language s of the Huon 
Peninsula which do not show causation by compounding , this idea i s  
expre ssed by t h e  dependent homopersonal form of the verb t o  h o Z d  o r  
t o  do . 
1 0 . 7  V e r b a l  p e r s o n - m a r k i n g  v owe l f o rm a t i v e s  
For all o f  the repres entative languages the subj e c t -marking person­
number composites may be divided into format ives indicating person and 
number . One of the format ives ( oc casionally there are two ) indicat ing 
person is a vowe l and in most of the languages there is a vowel dif­
ference which indicate s  first person vs . non-first person . Usually 
this vowel difference i s  only evident in the dual and plural number . 
Frequent ly this vowe l occurs with the tense-mode indicator in a probab le 
portmanteau form . In the comparisons given here no analys i s  of the se 
supposed portmanteau forms wi ll be  attempted ; rather focus will be  put 
upon the actual vowel difference s .  The fact that parti cular matrices 
occur with par t icular tense-mode dist inct ions will be  s imp ly noted in 
parenthes e s  next to the p erson formative matrix . All mat ri c e s  are given 
in a nine cell divison with hori zontal vectors from top to bot tom in­
dicat ing ' fi rst ' ,  ' s econd ' and ' third ' person and verti c al vectors from 
left to right indicat ing ' singular ' ,  ' dual '  and ' plural ' numb e r .  
The most common vowel difference i s  that in whi ch a low vowel in­
dicates first person and a higher vowel indi cat e s  se cond and third 
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person . Usually the higher vowe l indicat ing s e cond and ' third pers on i s  
only manifest i n  the dual and plural numbers . More often than not there 
is  only one higher vowel quality represented . 
Ono ( rpt . , ipt . , fut . )  Ono ( inch . , c t f .  ) 
e e e e e e 
e 0 u u 
e e u u 
K�te ( inch . , 1ft . ) K�te ( pres . , rft . , li ft . , 
rinch . ) 
e a a a e e 
e 
0 a l e  
K�te ( rpt . , ct f .  , proh . ) K�t e ( hetero . ) 
0 e e e e e 
e e 
e e 
Uri ( ct f .  ) Kovai ( inch . ) 
0 a a a e e 
0 e i / e 
0 0 i / e 
O c cas ionally s l ightly different vowel qualities are involved ln the 
difference between low and high . 
Nabak ( ct f . ) Want oat ( rpt . ,  ipt . )  
a e e a a 
e u i e  a e a  
a u i e e a  
Uri ( inch . , rft . ) Kovai ( ct f .  ) 
a a a a a a 
a e a u 
a e a u 
In a number of languages the difference oc curs in all numbers ( sg . , 
du . ,  p l . )  or in only one numb er ( usually du o or p l . ) .  Occasionally the 
same vowe l occurs in the first person forms or the singular number 
forms without any regularity . 
Nabak ( rpt . interpt . )  
a 
a 
a l e  
u 
u 
i e 
i e 
Uri ( ipt . /pres . ,  i ft . )  
a l i a a  a 
a a a  
a a a  
Kewieng ( rpt . /ipt . )  Kewieng ( 1ft .  ) 
a a a e e e 
a a 1 / -
a a I I - I a 
Rawa ( rpt . , ipt . ) Rawa ( ct f . /inch . ) 
0 0 0 e e / o  e / o  
0 
0 i 
Kovai ( proh . , hetero . ) Kovai (past ) 
e e e a I 0 0 
e e e 
0 e e e 
In a few cases the difference is between front and back vowels . 
Nabak ( pres . , i ft . , Uri ( rpt . )  
rft . ) 
a u u u u u 
u u u 
- I i u u u 
Kewieng ( inch . /ctf . )  Want oat ( inch . , hetero . )  
0 0 0 a a a 
- I I  a a S S 
a a a a a a 
The Kube language is pe cul iar in that all of its  mat rices show 
a di fference b etween high vowel s  indicat ing first person and lower 
vowel s  indi cat ing se cond and third p erson , the oppos ite of the most 
common type . 
Kube ( ct f . , proh . /ipt . ,  Kube ( rpt . ) 
1 ft .  ) 
I / a I e  
a a o  o u  e 0 
a a o  o u  e 0 
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Wantoat exhibit s a difference b etween high vowel s  indicating first 
person ahd low vowel s  i ndicat ing second and third person , but note that 
the difference is found in the singular and dual numbers rather than 
the dual and plural numbers . Se lepet also shows a similar distinct ion . 
Wantoat ( fut . )  Selepet ( all  except inch . , 
1 ft . )  
a 
wo 
wo 
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1 l . C L I T I C S , F U N C T I O N  WORDS ( P ART I C LES ) A N D  DER I V AT I O N A L  A F F I  XES 
Table L 
sub . lnst . b ene . poss . 
3l . - I) e - I)e - g S t  - g S t  
k S d S k  
Nb . - a l)  - a l)  - g a t  - g a t ( e n )  
- y e t - y e t  
Ono - 1)0 - 1) 0  - w a n e  -wa n e  
- I)a n e  - I) a n e  
Kb . - I) a - I) a  - a k  - a k  
- n i l) 
Kt . - z i  - z l - r e - r e 
Url - r I - r I - g a t  - n i l)  
- n i l)  
Kw . - n A I)  - n A I) - d o  - d o  
- d a  
Wn . - t S  - t S - d e  - t Sn l  
Rw . - m b o  - m b o  - ro - ro 
- n d o  
Kv . - e  - e  - n on 
- a t  - a t  
Table M :  locative clitics 
in towards from o u t  of 
3l . - a n - S n g e n  - S n g e b S  - S b S  
Nb . - e n  - e n e n  - g a t n a l)  - e s e t  
Ono - 0  - o k e n  - o l) l n o - o ke n l) l n o 
Kb . - u  - u g e l)  - u n e k  
Kt . - 0  - o p e k  - o n e k  - p e k n e k  
- n e  
Url - g a n a l)  - g a t  - d  I 
- g a n a l) g a t  into 
Kw . -mon  -mo n g l n  - m o n A I)  
- kwon 
Wn . - k S t S I)  - n e  - d a g a  - k a t a l) g S  
- d a r)  
Rw . - m S"'- n S  - s l n a - m a l) g o"' - n a l) go 
Kv . - 0  - n  - 0  
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Table N 
nomz e r .  aj zer . acc . origin 
S l . - I) e  - I) e / - d a  o r o p / - I) a i t / - d a  - g a t l)e 
Nb . - I) a l)  - I) a l)  - m a k  - g a t n a l)  
- t O I)  
Ono - k i t n e  - r o p  
- r o p  
Kb . - I) a  - a  - g u k  - n e k l) a  
Kt . - z i - k i k n e  - h e k  - n e k z i 
- k n e / - h e k  
Uri - n i - g u k  - n  i 
Kw . - I) II / - m ll  - g il t  - n a l  
Wn . - t a  - 1) 8  - ka t  - n a n a  
Rw . - I) o / - m i - I) u y a  
-w i l) o / - d o  
Kv . - a n / - I) o n  - s u  
- i t a l)  
Table 0 
U k e  one U k e  avzer . pos s . -Ioc . vbzer . 
S l .  - w u  - w u y a  - a k  - g a t - a n  - e 
Nb . - n o k  - a k  - m a k - e n  
- ( n om ) b o l)  - C a t a l)  ( ac c . +loc . )  
Ono - ( y a )  I e  - I  e l i n o  - k a - I) a n - o  - e  
Kb . - m u / - u k  - m u y a  - o k  - a r - u  - i 
Kt . - I) U  - I) u k n e  - ( h ) a ( k )  - r a - o  - e / - a  
- y a h a k  - ke 
Uri - n i l)  - s a t  - e  
Kw . - t e l)  - t e l) l n  - z l ( 1 )  - d o - kwon 
Wn . - z l l)  - b i l) a d a  - g a n  - a  
- b l l) a 
Rw . - s o - r o - k o -we 
Kv . - I  
The clitics , funct ion words ( part i c le s )  and derivational affixes for 
the ten languages are given insofar as possible in t ables L ,  M ,  N and O .  
In addit ion to the presence of cognate forms occurring throughout the 
represent at ive languages , there are a number of features whi ch are also 
quite regular and c ommon t o  most , and in some cases all ,  of the languages . 
11 . 1  The instrument and sub j e c t  c l it i c s  are homophonous . Thi s  feature 
is found in all of the languages . Note , however , that - I) e ( S e lepet , 
instrument ) and - m b o  ( Rawa , subj e c t ) are infrequent forms . 
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11 . 2  The b enefact ive and possessive clitics  are homophonous . The 
Wantoat language is an exception and the pos s e s s ive clitic was not 
ident ified in the Kovai language . Note that the b enefactive clitic  
- n i Q  has been obs erved only in n e m a k - n i Q  (what-for) why in Kub e , and 
i n d i - n i Q  (what-for)  why in Uri . 
11 . 3  The various locative clit i c s  in each language evidence a form of 
bui lding in which the shortest form usually means in and t he other forms 
meaning towards , from, or o u t  of are built upon this first form by the 
addit ion of sub sequent syllab le s . For example , in Selepet , - a n  i n , 
- a n g e n  t owards , - a b a  out of, - a n g e b a  from . 
11 . 4  In some of the languages the Ac companiment Axis-re lator Phrase is  
the basis for an adj ect ival phrasal compound . 
S l �  h a l am t o - Q e o r o p  ( s ugar, water- i ts ,  w i t h )  jui cy sugar cane 
Nb . t i p  s i p - b A k  ( dung, b l ood- w i t h )  dy s e n t ary 
Ono p i l a Q Q e t - n e - r o p  ( knife ,  tee t h - i t s -wi th ) a s h arp knife 
Kb . p t s t k  d o k u - a - g u k  ( s ugar, w a t e r- i t s - w i t h )  J U � cy s ugar cane 
Kt . Q a k p i s o k - h e k  (dre s s ,  b l ood-w i t h )  a b l o ody dre s s  
11 . 5  The adj ectivizer is usually homophonous with one of the allomorphs 
( if any ) of the third person singular nominal possession-marking suffix . 
11 . 6  The adverbalizer usually also occurs as an unre stricted suffix 
( un re stricted in the sense of occurring on most �Tord clas s e s  and many 
cons t ruction type s )  meaning o n l y  or showing intensificat ion . Alter­
natively one may assume homophone ity of two separat e forms . 
11 . 7  Note that the origin phrase is formed by apparent ly one of two 
methods . In Selepet and Nabak the form given above consists  o f  a pos­
s e s sive clitic ( - g a t ) followed by a nominali zer ( - Q e or n a Q ) . In many 
of the other languages the form is a suffix ( Kube - n e k - Q a , K�te - n e k ,  
Uri - n i ,  Kewieng - n a i , Wantoat - n a n a )  whi ch in some cases appears to be 
related to one of the locat ive clitics ( Kube - u n e k ,  K§te - o n e k ,  Uri - d i , 
Wantoat - n a n a ) . The Kub e form - n e k - Q a  represents this suffix p lus the 
nominalizer - Q a . 
11 . 8  The forms meaning one l i k e  are derived from the forms meaning l i ke 
b y  one of two or three methods . In Se lepet and Kube a pronominal form 
ya follows the suffix meaning l i k e . 2 8  In Want oat the suffi x meaning 
l i ke is followed by a nominalizer . In One , K§te and perhaps Kewieng the 
suffix meaning l i k e  is followed by an adj e ctivizer ( or at least a form 
homophonous with the adj e ct ivizer ) .  
11 . 9  Many languages show locat ion with animate referent s b y  the em­
bedding of a Pos session Axis-relator Phrase in the axis of a Location 
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Axis-re lator Phrase ( see column poss . +loc . for the two clitics ) .  For 
Nabak , however , an embedded Accompaniment Axi s-relator Phrase rather 
than an emb edded Possession Axis-relator Phrase has been ob served . 
Examples follow with regular personal pronouns in the axes of the 
Possession or Accompaniment Axis-relator phrases . 
S 1 . n a - g a t - a n  (me - far- a t )  ( h e r e )  by me 
Nb . n a - m a k - e n  (me - w i t h - a t )  ( h e r e )  by me 
Ono n a - D a n e - o (me -fa r- a t )  ( h e r e )  b y  m e  
( note : e + 0 + 0 )  
Kb . n o - a r - u  (me - fa r- a t )  ( h e re )  b y  me 
Kt . n o - r e - o  (me - fa r- a t )  ( h e re ) by me 
( note : e + 0 + a o )  
Kw . n A k - d o - kwon (me - far- a t )  ( h ere ) b y  m e  
Wn . ( not ob served in Wantoat ) 
Rw . e n d e - r o - k o  (vi � �age - for - a t )  at the v i � � age ' s  ( p � a a e )  
Kv . ( this could not b e  e licted s at i s factorily ) 
1 2 . C L AUSE LEVEL CON S T RU C T I O N S  
Des criptions o f  some claus e  
are found i n  Pi lhofer ( 1 9 3 3 ) . 
in Pilhofer ( 1 9 2 6 -2 7 )  for K§te 
and s entence level constructions in K§te 
Other more brief des criptions are found 
and Wacke ( 19 3 0-31 ) for Ono . As one 
would e xpect , there appear to be no significant differenc e s  among these 
languages at the clause leve l .  It may b e  safely s aid that the clause 
and sentence construct ions as des cribed for K§te are fairly typical for 
all the languages of the Fini sterre-Huon group . 
1 3. CO N C LU S I ON 
The foregoing serve to demonstrate the apparent genetic relation­
ships of the languages of the Finisterre-Huon group . The structural 
and morphological similarities are o f  such a character that one may 
suppose that they generally prec lude borrowing . Moreover ,  the dat a 
yield evidence for one to hypothes i z e  that the morphology of the proto­
Finisterre-Huon language was cons iderably s impler than that of any of 
the pre sent day daughter languages . It is apparent that the nominal 
suffixe s represent a lat er development from postposed adj e ct ive stems 
derived from pronoun roots by the suffixat ion of an adj e ctivize r .  
Furthermore , the verbal suffixe s indic at ing b ene faction , hab itual mode , 
de siderative mode and intent ive mode are probab ly a result of compound­
ing of verb root s or they repre sent phrasal compounds . Any verbal pre­
fixes indicat ing negat ion or causat ion also are the re sult o f  probable 
compoundin g .  One may hypothesize therefore that the verb morphology in 
the proto- language simply consisted of suffixes indicat ing person , 
numb er and tense/mode . 
APPENV I X  
Verb paradigms for s i x  Finisterre-Huon languages .  Morpheme divi s i ons 
in Nabak , Kewieng and Kovai are t entat ive in many cases due to apparent­
ly complex morphophonemic s .  
S g .  Du . P I .  
1 Nabak . The verb root is me t to go.  
1 . 1  rpt . I went a long time ago , etc . 
1st pe r .  me - b a n  me - b e l  I n  me - b e n  
2nd per . me - b a n a n me - b u n  me - b i e n 
3rd per . me - g e m e - b u n  me - b i e n 
1 . 2  interpt . I w e n t  (ye s t e rday ) , etc . 
1st  per.  m e - m a n  me p - m e  l i n me p - me n  
2nd per . me - m a n a n  me p - m u n  me p - m i e n 
3rd per . me - z a n  me p - m u n  m e p - m i e n 
1 . 3  ipt . I wen t ( t hi s  morning ) ,  et c .  
1st  per . me l - a me - I u t me t - n n 
2nd per . m e - d a k  me - I u t me l - o 
3rd per . me l - e p  m e - I u t  me 1 - 0 
1 . 4  pre s . I am going, et c .  
1st per . me l - a p  me - I u p m e t - n u p 
2nd per . me - d i k  me - I u p me l - i p  
3rd per . me - z i n  m e - I u p me l - i p  
1 . 5  1 ft .  I w i l l  go ( t his aft e rnoon,  ri g h t  now) , e t c . 
1st  per . m e - s a p  me - s e l u p m e - s e n u p  
2nd per . me - s e n i k  m e - s e l u p me - s e i p  
3rd per . m e - s e m m e - s e l u p me - s e i p  
1 . 6  rft . I w i l l  go ( t omo rrow, there afte r) , etc . 
1st  per . me - b a p  me - b a l u p m e - b a n u p  
2nd per . me - b a n i k  m e - b a l u p m e - b e p  
3rd per . me - b e me - b a l u p me - b e p  
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S g .  Du .  
1 . 7  inch . I mU8 t go,  y o u  go,  e t c . 
1st per . m e - b i  me - d i 
2nd per .  
3rd per .  
me t -fll 
me l - a k  
me l - I t  
me l - i t  
1 . 8  c t f .  I 8 h o u l d  have gone, I mi g h t  go,  e t c . 
1st per . me - b a k  me - b e l e k  
2nd per . me - b e k  me - b u k  
3rd per .  me - d a k  m e - b u k  
1 . 9  past , hab . I u8 e d  t o  go, e t c . 
1 s t  per .  mame - t e m a n  
2nd per . mame - t e m a n a n  
3rd per . m a me - t a n  
m a me - t e me l l n  
m a me - t e m u n  
m a me - t e m u n  
1 . 1 0 pres . ,  hab . I a m  a lway s going, etc . 
1 s t  pe r .  m a m e  l - a p  m a m e - l u p  
2nd per . 
3rd per .  
m e me - d i k  
m a m e - z l n  
1 . 1 1 desid . I wan t to go,  e t c . 
1st per . me s a b - a p  
2nd per . me s a p m - n i k  
3rd per . me s a p - m  
m a me - l u p 
m a m e - l u p 
me s a b i - l u p 
m e s a b i - l u p 
m e s a b i - l u p 
P I . 
m e t - n e 
me l - i t 
m e l - I t  
me - b e n e k  
m e - b i e k 
me - b l e k 
m a me - t emen  
m a me - t e m i e n 
m a me - t e m i e n 
m a me t - n u p  
m a me l - i p  
m a me l - i p  
me s am - n u p  
me s a p m - i p  
m e s a p m - i p  
6 1  
1 . 1 2  fut . , hab . ( verb root is  m u p  to a8cend)  I wi l l  a lway8 a8 cend, e t c . 
1st p e r .  m a m u p m a m - b a p  m a m u p m a m - b a l u p m a m u p m a m - b a n u p  
2nd per . 
3rd per . 
m a m u p m a m - b a n i k  
m a m u pma m - b e 
m a m u p m a m - b a l u p 
m a m u p m a m- ba l u p 
1 . 1 3 het e ro . I wen t and 8 omeon e  e l8 e  . . .  , e t c . 
1st p e r .  m e - m a  m e - m a l u  
2nd per . 
3rd per .  
me - m a n e  
me - me 
1 . 1 4 homo . I wen t and . . .  , et c .  
m e - t i  w e mb a n  I w e n t  and 8 le p t  
me - m a l u  
m e - m a l u  
me t - n e t i w e m b a n  I u8 e d  to go an d 8 l e ep 
2 Kub e . The verb root is me to h o l d .  
2 . 1  rpt . I h e l d  i t  a l o n g  t i m e  a g o ,  etc . 
1st per . me - I  m e - i k  
2nd per . 
3rd p e r .  
me - n e k 
me - y e k  
m e - ( y ) o k 
me - ( y ) o k 
ma m u p m a m - b e p  
m a m u p ma m - b e p  
me - ma n  
me - me 
m e - m e  
m e - i 
me - g i k  
m e - g l k  
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2 . 2  ipt . I h e Z d  i t  ( t hi8 m orning ) ,  e t c . 
1 s t  per . 
2nd per . 
3rd per .  
m e - z u a  
me - z a l)  
me - z a k  
m e - z l k  
m e - z a o k  
m e - z a o k  
2 . 3  i ft . I wi Z Z  h o Z d  i t ,  etc . 
1 s t  
2nd 
3rd 
per . 
pe r .  
per . 
me - m a l)  
me - g i s e n a  
m e - m a k  
me - b l k  
m e - m a o k  
m e - m a o k  
2 . 4  inch . I mU8 t h o Z d  i t ,  y o u  ho Z d  i t ,  etc . 
1st per . 
2nd per .  
3rd per . 
2 . S  ct f .  I 
1 s t  p e r . 
2nd pe r .  
3rd per . 
2 . 6  p roh . 
1 s t  p e r .  
2nd per .  
3rd per . 
m e - b a  
m e - n a  
me - y u  
8 ho u Z d  have h e Z d  i t ,  
m e - b e i n e k  
me - b a n n e k 
me - b a k  
I mU8 t n o t  g o ,  e t c . 
me - b e l 
m e - b a l)  
me - b a k  
m e - z l  
me - i k  
-me - i k 
e t c . 
m e - b e i kn e k  
me - b a o k n e k  
m e - b a o k n e k  
me - b e i k  
me - b a o k  
m e - b ao k  
2 . 7  past , hab . I us ed t o  h o Z d  i t ,  e t c . 
1 s t  per . me - k e r i  me - k e r i  k 
2nd per . me - k e k n e k  m e - k e r o k  
3rd per .  me - ke r e k  me - k e r o k  
2 . 8  pre s . , hab . I am a ZwaY 8  h o Z ding i t ,  et c .  
1st per . m e - a n z u a  me - a n z i k  
2nd per . me - a n z a l)  me - a n z a o k  
3rd per .  m e - a n z a k  me - a n z ao k  
2 . 9  hetero . I h o Z d  i t  and 8 omeone e Z 8 e  . . .  , e t c . 
1st - per . 
2nd per .  
3rd per . 
Add - g u k  
m e - b a  
m e - n a  
me - y u / - u  
me - z i 
me - i k  
me - i k 
' s imultaneous and puncti liar ' 
Add - g a n i l)  ' antecedent and prolonge d '  
P l o 
me - z i l)  
m e - z o u  
me - z o u  
me - b i l)  
me - m o u  
m e - mo u  
me - n i 
me - g i k  
me - g l k  
me - b i n n e k  
me - b o u n e k  
me - b o u n e k  
m e - b i l) 
me - b o u  
me - b o u  
me - ke r i l)  
me - k e k g i k  
me - k e k g i k  
m e - a n z i l)  
me - a n z o u  
me - a n z o u  
me - n i  
me - g i k  
me - g i k  
Add - k e k  ' prolonge d '  as in me - k e k - b a  I wae h o Z ding i t  and . . .  , et c .  
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2 . 1 0 homo . I h o l d i t  and . . .  , etc . 
- ma ' antecedent and punctiliar ' 
- m a n e k  ' simultaneous and puncti liar ' 
- k e km a  ' antecedent and prolonged ' 
3 Ur i .  The verb root 1 s  k a  to go . 
3 . 1  rpt . I went a long time ago , e t c . 
1st per . k a - a g u k  k a - a g u m u k  
2nd per . 
3rd per . 
ka - a g u l)  
ka - a g u t  
k a - a g u mu t  
k a - a g u m u t  
3 . 2  1pt . I went ( t his morn i ng ) , e t c . 
1st per .  k a - I) a k  k a - I) a a m u k  
2nd per . 
3rd p e r .  
3 . 3  pre s . I a m  going, etc . 
1st p e r .  
2nd per . 
3rd p e r .  
ka - r i k 
ka - r a l)  
ka - r a t  
3 . 4  1 ft . I wi l l  g o  s o on ,  et c .  
1st per .  k a - o t i k  
2nd per . k a - wo t a l)  
3rd per . k a - wo t a t  
k a - I) a a m u t 
k a - I) a a m u t 
k a - y a a m u k  
k a - r i i a m u t  
k a - r i i a mu t 
k a - n t a a m u k  
k a - n t a a m u t 
k a - n t a a m u t 
3 . 5  rft . I wi l l  go ( t omorrow or l a t e r ) , et c .  
1st p e r .  k a - w a k g a  k a - d a m g a  
2nd per . k a - y a t g a  k a - d e mu t g a  
3rd per . ka -wa t g a  k a - d e m u t g a  
3 . 6  inch . I m u s t  g o ,  y ou g o ,  e t c . 
1st per .  k a - w a k  
2nd per . k a - y a t  
3rd p e r .  k a - w a t  
3 . 7 c t f .  I s ho u l d  have gone , e t c . 
1st per .  k a - r o k  
2nd per . 
3rd per .  
k a - r o l)  
k a - r o t  
3 . 8  past , hab . I u s e d  t o  g o ,  e t c . 
1st per .  k a - r a g u k  
2nd per . k a - r a g u l)  
3rd per .  k a - r a g u t  
k a - d a m  
k a - d e m u t  
k a - d e m u t 
k a - y a d a m 
k a - d i l)  
k a - d l l)  
k a - y a a g u m u k  
k a - r a g u mu t 
k a - r a g u m u t 
P I .  
k a - a g u m 
k a - a g l l)  
k a - a g l l) 
k a - I) am 
k a - I) I I)  
k a - I) i l)  
k a - y a m  
k a - r i l)  
ka - r I I)  
k a - n t a m  
k a - n t i l)  
k a - n t l l)  
k a - n a m g a  
k a - n i t g a  
k a - n i t g a  
k a - n a m  
k a - n i t  
k a - n i t  
k a - y a n a m 
k a - n l l)  
k a - n i l)  
k a - y a a g u m  
k a - r a g i l)  
k a - r a g l l)  
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3 . 9  pres . , hab . I am a lway s going, e t c . 
1st per . k a - a t i k  k a - a t a a m u k  ka - a t a m  
2nd per . k a - a t a l)  k a - a t a a m u t k a - a t i l)  
3rd p e r .  k a - a t a t  k a - a t a a m u t k a - a t i l)  
3 . 1 0 fut . , hab . I wi l l  a lway s  g o ,  e t c . 
1st per . k a - r o t i k  k a - y a a n t a a m u k  k a - y a a n t a m 
2nd pe r .  k a - ro t a l)  k a - r o t a a mu t k a - r o t i l)  
3rd per .  k a - r o t a t  k a - r o t a a mu t k a - r o t i l)  
4 Kewieng . The verb root i s  k ll  t o  go . 
4 . 1  rpt . I wen t a long time ago , et c .  
1st per . k ll - g llm k ll - g llm a k  k ll - g llm a  
2nd per .  k ll - g ll l  k ll - g ll ma l k ll - w i t 
3rd per . k ll - g ll t  k ll - g llm a l k ll -w i t  
4 . 2  ipt . I wen t ( th i s  morning) , etc . 
1st per .  k ll - t k ll - m a k  k ll - m a l)  
2nd per . k ll - I k ll - m a l ke - I)  
3rd per .  k ll - k  k ll - m a l k e - I)  
4 . 3  1 ft .  I wi z.z. s o o n  go,  etc . 
1st per .  k ll - kw e l)  k ll - n d e l)  k ll - n e l)  
2nd per . k ll - kw i  k ll - n z i I k ll - n  i 
3rd per . k ll - z e a k  k ll - n z  i I k ll - n i 
4 . 4  rft . I wi z.z. go ( tomorrow or l a t e r ) , et c .  
1st p e r .  k ll - kw e l) b o  k ll - n d e l) b o k ll - n e l) bo 
2nd per . k ll - kw i m b o  k ll - n z i l b o k ll - n i m b o  
3rd p e r .  k ll - z e a k b o  k ll - n z i l b o k ll - n i m bo 
4 . 5  inch . I mU8 t go , you go,  et c .  
1st per . k ll - kwo k ll - n d o  k ll - n o  
2nd per . k ll -S/J k ll - I k u - t  
3rd per . k - w ll n  k ll - I k u - t  
4 . 6  c t f . I 8 h ou l d  have gon e ,  etc .  
1st per . k ll - pom k ll - n d om k ll - n om 
2nd p er . k -w i m  k ll - I) b a l k - W ll m  
3rd per . k ll - I) b a n  k ll - I) b a l  k - W ll m  
4 . 7  past , hab . I u 8 e d  to go,  etc . 
1st per . k ll - e g ll t  k ll - e g ll p mama k k ll - e g ll p m a m a l)  
2nd p e r .  k ll - e g ll l  k ll - e !! lI p m a m a l k ll - e g e l)  
3rd per . k ll - e g ll k  k ll - e !l ll p m a m a l k ll - e g e l)  
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4 . 8  pres . ,  hab . I am a Zways going, etc . 
1st per . k A - z a t  k p a - m a k  
2nd per . k A - z a l k p a -m a l 
3rd per . k A - z a k  k p a - m a l 
4 . 9  hetero . I go and s omeone e i s e  . . .  , et c .  
1st per . k A - kwo k A - n d o  
2 n d  per . k - w i  k - w a l 
3rd per . k - W A n  k - w a l 
Pl o 
k p a - m a l)  
k - w a l)  
k - w a l)  
4 . 1 0 
1st 
2nd 
3rd 
hetero . , s imultaneous when I w e n t  s omeone e Zs e  . . .  , etc . 
pe r .  k a - I) a p b o  k a - I) a p d o  k a - I) a p n o  
per . k a - I) a p kw i k a - l) a p kw A l  k a - I) a p kw a  
per.  
5 Rawa . The verb root is a r o to g o .  
5 . 1  rpt . I went a Zong t i m e  ago , e t c . 
1st per . a ro - wo n owo a r o - wo rowo 
2nd per . a r o - w o rowo a r o -w o r i y owo 
3rd per . a r o - w o rowo a r o - wo r i y owo 
5 . Z  ipt . I we n t  ( t h i s  morning ) , e t c . 
1st per .  a r o - w o n o  a r o - w o r o  
2 n d  p e r .  
3rd per . 
a r o -wo 
a ro - wo 
5 . 3  pre s . I am going, e t c . 
a r o - w o r  i 
a r o - wo r l  
1st per . a r o - t e n o  a r o - t e r o 
2nd per . a r o - t e  a r o - t e r i  
3rd per .  a r o - t e  a r o - t e r i  
5 . 4  fut . I w i Z Z  go, et c .  
1st per . a ro - w a n o  a r o - w a ro 
2nd p e r .  a r o - w a  a ro - w a r i  
3rd per . a r o - w a  a r o - w a r i  
5 . 5  inch . I mus t go, y o u  g o ,  e t c . 
1st per . a r o - w e  a ro - wo ro 
2nd per . 
3rd per . 
a r o - ¢  
a r o - n i 
5 . 6  ct f .  I s h o u Z d  have gone, e t c . 
a r o - r i  
a r o - r i  
1st per . a ro - t o - we - g a  a r o - t o - r e - g a  
2nd per . a r o - t o -¢ - g a  a ro - t o - r l  
3rd per . a r o - t o - n i - g a  a r o - t o - r l  
a r o -wo t ow o  
a r o -w o l) g o r l y owo 
a ro - wo l) go r l y owo 
a r o - wo t o  
a r o - w o l) g o  
a r o - wo l) g o  
a r o - t e t o 
a r o - t e l) go 
a ro - t e l) g o  
a r o - w a t o  
a r o - w a l) g o  
a ro -w a l) go 
a r o - w o t o  
a ro - y i  
a r o - y i  
a r o - t o - y e - g a  
a r o - t o - y i 
a r o - t o - y l 
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5 . 7  past , hab . I u s e d  t o  g o ,  etc . 
1st per . a r o - r o r u w o n o  a r o - r o r uwo ro a r o - r o r u wo t o  
2nd p e r .  a r o - ro r uwo a r o - ro r u wo r i  a r o - r o r uw o l) g o  
3rd per . a r o - r o r u wo a r o - r o r u wo r i  a r o - r o r u w o l) g o  
5 . 8  pre s . ;  hab . I a lway s g o ,  et c .  
1st  per . a ro - r o r a t e n o  a r o - r o r a t e ro a r o - r o r a t e t o  
2nd per .  a ro - ro r a t e  a ro - r o r a t e r i  a r o - r o r a t e l) g o  
3rd per . a r o - r o r § t e  a r o - r o r a t e r i a r o - r o r a t e l) g o  
5 . 9  fut . , hab . I wi 1.1. a lway s g o ,  e t c . 
1st per . a r o - ro r u w a n o  a r o - r o r u w a ro a r o - ro r u w a t o  
2nd per . a r o - r o r u w a  a r o - r o r u w a r i  a r o - r o r u w a l) g o  
3rd p e r .  a r o - r o r uw a  a r o - ro r uw a r i  a ro - r o r u w a l) g o  
5 . 1 0 het ero . I went and s ome one e l s e  . . .  , etc . 
1 s t  per . a r o - t o - n i a r o - t o - r i a r o - t o - y i 
2nd per .  a r o - t o - n i a r o - t o - r i  a r o - t o - y i  
3rd per . a r o - t o - n i S r o - t o - r i  a r o - t o - y i 
6 Kovai . The verb root is g a  to go . 
6 . 1  past I w e n t ,  et c .  
1st per . g a - p a i g a - p o t  g a - po n  
2nd per .  g a - p i n g a - p i t  g a - p e 
3rd p e r .  g a - i g a - p i t  g a - p e 
6 . 2  fut . I w i l l  go,  e t c . 
1st per . g a - p  g - e t  g - e n  
2nd per . g e - m  g - i t  g - e 
3rd per . g a - !j o  9 - i t  g - e 
6 . 3  ct f .  I s h o u l d  have gon e ,  e t c . The forms given here are often 
p receded by the, 
morpheme a r a . 
1st per . g a - n a p  g a - n a " a t  g a - n a " a n  
2nd per . g a - n a m g a - n a " i t  g a - n u p  
3rd per . g a - n a m (?  ) g a - n a " i t  g a - n u p  
6 . 4  hetero . The verb root is  u "- we to come . 
1st per . we - p  u - we t u -w e n  
2nd per . we - m  u - w i t we - p  
3rd p e r .  w - o  (? ) u - w i t  w e - p  
6 . 5  inch . The verb root is  me to ta l k .  
1st per . me - p  me - b e t  m e - b e n  
2nd per . m e - m  m i - "  i t  m e - p  
3r.d per . m - o  (? ) m i - "  i t  m e - p  
NOTES 
1 .  This present paper represents a s l ight revision of chapte r  ten o f  
the writer ' s  unpub lished thesis , T h e  S el epet Lang uag e Within t h e  
Fini4 te�� e - H u o n  Ph ylum , N ew Guinea ( Ph . D .  the s i s , A . N . U . ) Canb e rra , 
1970 . Field work in the Huon Peninsula and the Finisterre ranges was 
carried out during 196 4-7 and 1 9 6 8-9 whi le the writer was under the 
auspices of the Australian National University and the Summer Institute 
o f  Lingui s t i c s . Analysis of the Selepet data was fac i l itated b y  use 
o f  a concordance of 2 5 , 00 0  words of text in the southern dialect of 
Selepet . This concordance was made on the IBM 1 4 10 computer at the 
University of Oklahoma by the Lingui stic Informat ion Retrieval Proj e ct 
o f  the Summer Institute of Lingui s t i c s  and the University of Oklahoma 
Re search Institute , and sponsored by Grant GS-9 34 of the National 
S cience Foundation . 
2 .  A s ixty-fifth language , Karangi , was t entatively inc luded in this 
phylum . Because the writer has doub t s  about the accuracy o f  lexico­
statisti cal c la s s i fi c ations whi ch are attempted b e fore e xtensive re­
construction is  comp leted , the terms ' phylum '  and ' stock ' are dropped 
in this paper in favor of the more amb iguous t e rm ' group ' . 
3 .  Because time was not avai lab le for a detailed phonemic analysis of 
Kewieng , Kovai and Kub e , the e xamples from these languages are given in 
a near phonemi c orthography . This is part i cularly t rue o f  the mid and 
low central vowels . The writ er ' s  tent at ive analysis of the Nabak con­
s onantal phonemes pre sented in this paper was done in 1 9 6 8  and differs 
from a t entative analysis by the Fabians ( 1971 ) . The symbol a repre­
sent s  a vowel phoneme with a phonet i c  norm o f  [ � ] . 
4 .  In languages other than Kube and K�te the phonet i c  quality of the 
h or 9 phoneme in morphophonemic alternation is that o f  [ g ] .  Whether 
the [ g ]  is regarded as a variant o f  h or 9 appears to be simply a mat ter 
of interpretat ion . Fabian , Fabian and Peck ( 19 7 1 ) present an analys i s  
o f  Nabak morphophonemi cs . In Kube and K�te a glottal stop , analyzed as 
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a syllable final variant o f  the phoneme k ,  represents a neutralization 
of the contrasts between syllab le final p ,  t and k in an early s t age 
of the proto-language . The morphophonemic alternant s ;  however ,  reflect 
the point of articulat i on as it was be fore the neutralization occurred 
( s ee McE1hanon , 1970b : 2 28 ) .  
5 .  Note that the expected form would b e  Q e r e p  + i n e + Q e r e w - i n e .  The 
s equence - w i , however , is frequently a correspondence for u .  
6 .  This di fference may b e  the result of only i nt erpretat ional differ­
ences . What one per son may regard as a pronoun being qualified by 
post-posit ion qualifiers , another person may regard as noun phrases in 
apposition to these qualifiers . 
7 .  The Se 1epet contrastive and comparative pronoun series evidence a 
modification of this matrix in which the third pers on singular form 
oc curs also as third person dual and plural . Thus there is a distinction 
b etween second person dual and third person dual and b etween s econd 
person plural and third person plural but not any b etween third person 
singular , dual or plural . 
8 .  The Kovai inchoative form reflec t s  a chance occurrence·  of the first 
person singular form ident i c al with the second and third person plural 
forms but this does not warrant pos it ing another matrix type . 
9 .  In the Se1epet contrast ive pronoun series , n S k u ' first person 
s ingular ' , g S k u  ' second person s ingular ' and y S k u  ' third person 
s ingular ' ,  the k indicating ' singular ' number is retained in all per­
sons . There is the possib ility that such archaic forms will be found 
in the othe r languages as well . 
1 0 .  Webb ( 1967 ) cons iders this to b e  a verbal element rather than a 
demonstrative plus a c 1itic . An alternative form y a a r a t - g a n a Q  ( th i s - a t )  
h e r e  also oc curs . 
1 1 .  Longacre ' s  ( 196 4 : 101-10 2 ) distinction b etween root and stern is  
here fol lowe d ;  vi z . , sterns represent a c las s of syntagmemes having 
internal structure but roots have no internal structure and there fore 
are not syntagmeme s .  
1 2 .  Be cause this t ense often occurs with another future tense , the 
writer pre fers the des ignat ion ' inchoative future tense ' rather than 
' imperative mode ' .  
1 3 .  In Ono , however,  number is  not indicated by the exponent s of the 
third order pers on-number tagmeme . The contrary-to-fact mode in Uri 
has s imi lar structure and di ffers only in having a morpheme - v a  imme­
diat ely following the benefactive . 
1 4 . K�te has a third periphery inc luding the remote past tens e ,  the 
contrary-to-fact mode and the prohibit ive mode with the structure : 
± benefactive + mode-tense + person + number . 
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1 5 . In all the examples given in regard t o  the habituati ve mode only 
the verb root/stem is shown to pre cede the mode tagmeme . The benefac­
t ive morphemes ,  however ,  in fact int ervene b etween the root/stem and the 
mode tagmeme but the bene factive morphemes may also be shown to have 
developed from compounding of the verb root/stem with the verbal forms 
for to gi v e .  Thus the proto-form may be posited as a three item com­
pound : verb root/stem + verb to give + verb to do/to l i v e . 
16 . In the third person s ingular form in the past and future t enses 
the verb g e  to live i s  also compounded as in a r i - ma - g e - k e (to go - to 
do - to l i v e - 3s rpt . ) h e  u 8 e d  to go and a r i - m a - g e - a ke ( to go- to do - to 
live-3s-fut . )  he wi l l  a lway8 g o .  
17 . Thi s ident i ficat ion involves the hypothes i s  that the hab ituative 
mode morpheme oc curs with the remote past tense suffi xat ion . However ,  
the person-number composites occurring with the habituative mode are 
identical with those whi ch oc cur with the immediat e  past tense suffix­
ation . I f  one hypothesizes that the hab i t uat ive mode morpheme occurs 
with the immediat e past tense suffixat ion then the form is - e g a , not - e .  
Moreover , the phonemic analysis of Kewieng i s  very tentative s o  that 
one cannot dis count the possibility that the phone [ A ]  represents an 
allophone of l e I . 
1 8 .  A s  a result o f  compounding , ° + a � o .  An alternate form i s  ( ve rb 
root/s tem) - r o + a d e  yie lds ( ve rb root/stem)  - r a t e . The form a d e  i s  
contracted from a d a t e . 
19 . An alternat e form is ( verb root/stem )  - r o . + a r a yie lds ( verb root/ 
s t em)  - r a r a .  
2 0 .  In his analys i s  of Wantoat verb morphology , Davis ( 19 6 4 : 1 6 8-169 ) 
stated that s imult aneity between the dependent verb and the following 
verb is marked by a system of heteropersonal affix redupli cation with 
complex c o-occurrence re strict ions . No s imilar phenomenon has been 
found in other Fini sterre-Huon language s and for Wantoat it may b e  use­
ful to posit a separate t ime morpheme -wat with the following morpho­
phonemi c rule s : ( 1 )  t reduces b e fore w �  ( 2 )  a � a when the vowel of 
the person-number compo site is a .  
21 . The morpheme - g u k  is probably the accompaniment c l i t i c  so that the 
s imultaneous form may be regarded as the dependent heteropersonal form 
o ccurring in the axi s  of the Accompaniment Axis-relator Phrase .  
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2 2 . The Fabians ( 19 7 1 )  indicate the opt ional occurrence of an inten­
s i fier tagmeme fo llowing - s a t . 
2 3 .  The oc currence of the prenasali zation on the z is the result of 
compounding and inclusion within a s ingle phonological word . 
2 4 . The vowel i is o ften found to be a corre spondence for y plus a 
back vowe l among Finisterre-Huon language s ( c f .  demonstrati ve pronoun s , 
section 9 ) . Here it i s  sugge sted that i i s  the correspondence of y u . 
More recent ly , Davis ( personal communicat ion ) reported that in rap i d  
speech the initial c onsonant s o ften reduce and the i may represent the 
verb s i - t o  e xi s t , b e . 
25 .  Whether one should regard the verb roots of some o f  the pre sent 
day language s as const itut ing a zero morpheme and thus pos it that the 
overt form repre sent s an allomorph of a bound obj ect marker or whether 
one should seek to i s olate an overt verb root in this supposed allomorph 
is not presently clear . In the Ono data provided by Wacke ( 1 9 30 - 3 1 : 
1 7 4- 1 7 7 ) , the dual and plural forms lend thems e lves to rather neat 
analyses so that one may indeed i solat e  supposed verb root s . The 
singular forms are not regular and would necessitate the pos iting o f  
root allomorphs .  In some cases these root allomorphs may be e xplained 
as s imple los ses ( e . g . , to b u rn ) when compared with the dual and plural 
forms , but in other cases such an e xplanat ion is not possible and the 
third person singular forms are quit e peculiar . Thus the Ono third 
person singular form m a - to h o l d  i t  cannot be e xplained by comparing 
other obj ect marker allomorphs and mus t be regarded as peculiar . More­
ove r , m a - is obvious ly cognate with the Selepet verb root m e - to h o l d  
which i s  simply one of many verb roots in sub class I Selepet trans itive 
verb root s . It should also be  noted that in cases where the postulated 
allomorph of an obj e ct marker ( occurring with a zero morpheme verb 
root ) c an be divided into an overt verb root plus a diminished allo­
morph , it i s  the total composite that is found in related language s .  
Thus Ono t o  h i t  may be posited as { - k u }  - k u  � - g u  � - k p e  but the 
related forms in Selepet , viz . ,  { - k u }  - k u  � - g o  � - k o cannot be 
i s olated . 
2 6 . Of course , more than j ust the third p erson singular forms can be  
shown to be  cognate . Note the Selepet , Uri and K�t e forms as given 
b e low . 
Is 2 s 3s Id 2d 3d 
Se lepet n o -\2l - g o  g o -\2l - g o  \2l -\2l - k u  n o - t - k o y o - t - ko yo - t - ko 
Uri n u - \2l - u k  g u - \2l - u k  \2l-\2l- u k  i n - d i - f s i - d i - f i - d i - f 
Kcite n u -\2l - \2l  g u -\2l-\2l \2l-\2l- k p e  n a - f - o I) o - f - a  y o - f - a  
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The singular forms are eas i ly analy z e d .  A zero formative may b e  
posited to indi cate ' singular ' number . The Uri form - u k  represent s  a 
metathes i s  o f  the Selepet form - k u . In Se lepet this form has been 
int erpreted as a marker of the allomorphic sub class and in Uri the form 
has been interpreted as a verb root , as also has the dual form - i f  
( Webb , 196 7 :  1 8 ) . Al though the synchronic analys e s  diffe r ,  the 
relationship of the forms is apparent . With the applic at ion of morpho­
phonemic rules the resultant Se lepet forms are n o h o , g o h o  and ku and 
the Uri forms are n u k , g u k , u k .  The Uri dual forms are interest ing in 
that they apparently have dual marking formatives cognate with both 
Selepet and K�t e . The d in Uri corresponds to the t showing dual number 
in Se lepet and the f in Uri corresponds to the f showing dual number in 
K�t e .  The Wantoat dual forms marked by 5 also may b e  cons idered t o  be 
cognate with the f in K�te and Uri . 
2 7 .  The morpheme - Q U  i s  apparently patterned after the third person 
s ingular regular personal pronoun . The writer has observed this sort 
of phenomenon in only one 
as in to push s omeone . 
1st person 
2nd person 
3rd person 
other Finisterre-Huon 
Sg . Du . 
n a t a t - n e  n n d a t a - n n d e  
a t a - n n d e  
g a t a t - g e  a t a - i t d e  
a t a t - pe a t a - l t d e  
language , vi z . , Nabak 
Pl . 
a t a - n d e  
a t a - i n d e  
a t a - i n d e  
2 8 .  The Kube form y a  has not b een observed in other Kube construct ions 
or forms but it is apparent ly cognate with the Selepet demonstrat ive 
pronoun y a .  
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